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ARSTRACT 
/11/eractive A411/timedia S101y1elli11g r>ack,1ge is an intern tiYe educational storytelling 
CD-ROM in Bahasa Malaysia meant for chi ldren aged 4 to 7 years old. It comprises 
of an interesting !3Lory ~uitable for preschools and can be a beneficial teaching tool for 
parents and teachers in educating the young children. The story is written in simple 
Dahasa Malaysia to make it easier and comprehensible to local children. The story 
narrated aims to give them a lesson on humanity and morality, with the characters 
playing a big role in influencing the children's characteristics. 
To keep the children entertained as well as educated, this package also 
comprises games and activities to stimulate them intellectually. The act iv it ies 
incorporated are carefully selected in order to give the best experience to the children. 
The ~Lory include!) activities :,uch as colouring, counting and llbject~ identifying which 
will help the children develop positive attitude and enhance their decision making and 
analyt ical skills. Director 7.0 is the software chosen to develop this programme 
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CHAPTER I : INTR()l)LJCTION 
.1 lulroduction to I ntcractivc Storytelling pudrngc. 
A large number of the CD-ROM titles arc designed for cntc11ainment for both 
roung and old . There arc titles for gamcs1 music, opera, art1 education and a large 
ariety of other subjects. Many of the titles are both educational as well as 
11tcrrni11ing (Pilgrim, 199'1). 
In the trnin ing environment, the interactive multimedia approach is seen as a 
natu ral way to learn because it involves the student individually through sight , sound 
and touch, if necessary. This individual involvement with an interactive multimedia 
knowledge base wi th associated scoring, test ing, und progress reports is believed to 
enhance the knowledge absorption and re1cntio11 rote which is the mnin objective of 
all trnining programs. 
lntcraclivc Sto1)'tcll i11g package for chil clrcn i!1 a mult imedia bnsl·d courscwnrc 
dcvclopccl to intensify the cducntion for children especially tix those in ki11dcrgn11cn 
Being part of educationol tool, it is clcvclopcd solely to cnlumcc a step fi.1nhcr the 
level of learning l>y listening to stories in CD-ROM together with activities included 
to let them enjoy while learning. 
The development of this project involves the cornlJi nntion of text. graph ics, 
sound and nni11111ti1Jn to del iver infor11111tio11 in the most effective wuy Children can 
listen to the ~ t orie~ 11nd piny with the gnmcs included to keep them cntcnaincd. 
intt·1 c!l t ~·d l\11d intcllcc111 11 lly stimulntcd. 
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.. 2 Aims of the project 
One of the channel for informntion input is through the brain. The more 
tvenues used to input information to our brain, the cnsi~r it is to learn nnd remember. 
Human can learn better if sound is added to the text nnd they can learn even better 
with the addition of graphics (Pilgrim, 1994). 
This project aims to contribute to such a need by providing an effective 
teaching tool for children as part of their traditional education. Additionally, this 
package adds another important aspect to the mix, that is interactivity. Interactivity is 
the key clement in defining multimedia where learning can be developed through 
discovery and exploration. 
Bahasa Malaysia is a compulsory paper in all schools in Malaysia nnd sll1dents 
arc required to do well in this pnpcr during school cxnminntions. Another aim for the 
development of this package is to assist children's teaming of the Malay language at 
an early age. Storytelling is one of the most effective way of early language learning. 
A large number of edutai11mcnt packngcs nvailable in the market arc written in 
English, which is a positive woy to educate young children to a second language. 
However, there is a need and demand for coursewnre published or produced in Bahasa 
Malaysia. Henco, this package meet the needs of such courseware which can educate 
ns well as entertai n the youngstor in the national lunguagc. 
Scvt:rnl busic technologies nrc ndvn11ci11g rnpidly, leading to the development 
of very powerful, cost-cffoctivc desktops that will form efficient multimedia 
2 
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platforms. Almost every home is equipped with pcrsonnl computt!rs to comply with 
the needs to access information and to assist people with thoir nssignments. This has 
paved the way for learning via computers and the need for th~ development of high 
quality courseware product. 
On summary, this project aims to bring the level of education one step further 
by providing the most effective way of teaching and learning for preschools in order 
to prepare them for greater challenge in school. They wi ll see the concept of learning 
things from different view, points and advance methods thus allowing them to interact 
with the system in giving them the sense of sel f~control in the learning process. 
With this new way of enjoyable learning environment, teachers and parents 
will be able to give the most entertaining educational program to their children. The 
storytelling packngc wi ll bring a new look to trnditionnl method where pnrcnts rend 
fairytales to their children before they go to bed. 
1.3 Objectives 
• To develop high quality courscwarc to faci litate the learning process through 
mult imedia system as an alternative way to read story books. 
• 
• 
• 
To do a research in the aren thut should be considered in building an effective 
interactive mult imedia system. 
To study on mult imcdin clements and its ndvuntugcs in teaching and learning 
cspccinlly tho impoct it hns on childrnn's lcnrning method. 
To provide n fricndlior onvironmont to the present teaching methods and as a 
supplmm.i 11t111)1 tu tho core curriculum supplied by schools. 
J 
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• To enhance the level of effectiveness in tcnching llll~thods for )'l)\mger childrnn 
through the use or computer. 
• To help children improve their analytical and lcnming ski lls through educational 
games and storytelling which is written in Bnhasn Mnlaysia. 
• ·ro incorporate activities within the story telling mode to stimulate learning 
through interactivity. 
1.4 Scope 
This package targets children with average age from 4 to 7 years old. Younger 
children may be able to explore this package with the help and supervision of adults. 
They may find some difficulties in getting started with the package but they will be 
able to understand and learn it in just a matter of time. 
This package not only introduce the children to a new way of learning but also 
helps teachers and parents in giving young children, the best education available. 
1.5 Research Pinn & Methods 
A thorough research has been done in collecting the information needed 
towards the completeness of this project. These sources range from books, the 
internet, articles from newspapers and journals, surveys and interviews . 
Interviewees arc chosen from selected kindergnrtcns with tcnchers as the target 
group. Tcnchcrs know more about the children's development os they arc the ones 
who tench nnd trnin young children. Parents were nlso part of the group to ascertain 
children's need ilnd in l\C(;Onlnnco 1.0 thair mcnt11l 1111cl physicul development stages. 
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l.6 Project Schedule 
To ensure that this project completes on time, n planning schedule has been 
constructed. The planning indicates the various phnsc~ the project planned out to 
make sure that it will be completed successfully. Table 1.6 indicates the planning 
schedule. 
ID TASK NAME JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DIS JAN 
1 Literature Review r 1"~·· · ·,~1 ,\~ f !'>.\ ,  
2 System Requirements 1 ·· ~1\'~~ ··:\?..fJ.':t al ~ii"' .•• ' t··.~ • 
3 System Design 1i~W.*·~11~~iAI 4.~ • •J~r·\ 
4 System Implementation E~~:; .. .. po 1~~\?f,tfr1~1~~ 
5 System Testing l~<~~~~il 
I 
Table 1.6 : Project Schedule 
1.7 Summary 
This chapter summanscs the aims and objectives of this project. It also 
explains rc~earch methods used to obtain the information needed. Lastly, the project 
planning schedule is developed to help the planning development for this project. 
Chapter 2 in this report comprises the literntu re review which includes the 
definition or multimediu and also nn int roduction to interactive multirncdin. There are 
also researches nnd analysis 011 existing packages. 
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Chapter 3 is the system requirements and nnnlys is which ~xplains nbout the 
nethodology used to bµild the system. It also comprises methods used to gather the 
nformation needed. Analysis on authoring tools is also included in order to show 
~omparison between each authoring tool. 
Lastly, Chapter 4 explains about system design which shows conceptual 
design of the interface as well as flowcharts indicat ing the flow of each module. 
6 
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CHAPTER 2 : LlTERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction to Multimedia 
Various media types, such as graphics, photos, animation, sound, video and text 
valuable, if not essential aids in teaching. When these are integrated into an 
cractive format on a personal computer they constitute multimedia, providing a rich 
rning environment for learners (Levin, 1993). 
Multimedia tools are designed with the specific purpose of integrating various 
cdia in presentation or production and building interactive applications. These tools arc 
en graphically based or object oriented. Some development environments arc icon-
scd allowing click-and-drag construction, while others use n combination of objects 
d scripting language (Vilamil-Casanova & Louis, 1996). 
The spectrum of multimedia development tools can be further subdivide into three 
pical multimedia application areas: 
Text-Based Applicalion 
. 
any multimedia applications provide efficient nnvigation through a large resource of 
rimarily text-based information. These applications need to be searchable so that 
lcvant information can be found easily and quickly. 
cvclopment tools that cuter tu use this type of application generally provide hypertext 
npabi li1ies. 1 lyportcxt is similar to regular text, except that it contains information 
7 
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1ting to another point in an application. Microsoft Windows holp is an example of a 
1ertext, searching program. 
J111eractive Applications 
~ majority of multimedia applications fall into the category of interactive with 
phical applications. These tools are fully capable multimedia tools, which can handle 
media formats, as well as provide interactivity with the user. This is often desirable in 
education setting as it allows specific feedback to a user, keep track of results, and 
;tomisc the application to n specific feedback to user as a function of responses. 
though most tools provide these capabilities, some are better suited to complicated, 
eractive applications than others. 
Wide Arca Applications 
new area of multimedia applications is emerging with the purpose of providing 
formation to an audience over a wide geographical area. This is in purt being made 
•ssiblc via the Internet in conjunction with new technologies composed of information 
ch as the World Wide Web (WWW) und Mosnic. 
2 Why Multimedia Lenrniug Style? 
It is indicated in previous studies thut most people retain about 20% of whet they 
:o and 30% of what they hcnr, but retain 50% of what they sec and hear , and as much as 
~%of whnt they soo, hCAr u11d do simultnnco11sly. The concept of COT - which hns been 
8 
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xplored in academia for at least 30 years has ndvanced to fbirly sophisticated levels and 
xploits interactive multimedia whenever appropriate (Szuprowicz, 1994). 
Besides that, according to basic principles of the psychology of learning, people 
etain knowledge differently because they learn in different ways. There are graphical 
~rners, auditory learners, and kinaesthetic learners. Some people learn by reading, 
thers by listening, and others perhaps by looking at picture, and still others by touching 
bjects. That is why today more than ever, communication must be as stimulating and 
xciting as any of the barrage of media that pounds society daily (Levin, 1993) . 
. 2.1 Elements of Multimedia 
The various types of media must originate in some fonn, be it from existing 
hotograph, a clip from a video, or a recording of someone's voice. The process of 
ollccting this raw information and making it into a usable form for the multimcdia-
uthoring tool is the challenge ofmcdin prcpnratio11 (Vilnmil-Casanovn & Louis, 1996). 
Images 
>f the commonly used media types, images arc the most often used to enhance the 
ppearancc of a multimedia presentation or to add important information. Images come in 
variety of formar s: compressed or uncompressed, bitmappcd or vector, colour or groy-
;ulc. 
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general , multimedia applications work with bitmnppcd images us opposed to vector 
1uges. Ilitmapped images w·c composed of many. independently drnwn objects 
mposing an image. The most common image file types are Windows bitmaps (. BMP), 
vice independent bitmaps (. DlB), PC Paintbrush (. PCX), CompuServe GIF (. GIF), 
int Experts Photography Group (. JPG) and many more. (Vilamil-Casanova & Louis, 
196) 
Sound 
:>Und can be combined in a multimedia presentation to provide information and enhance 
e other medin being presented. There arc three sound file formats but three formats arc 
idely used: wave (. WAY), sound (. SND), and midi (. MID) files. The first two file 
1rmats are formats used to record voice and sound effects. 
he third audio type is midi (music instrument digital interface) and is used to create 
gital sound from midi-compatible instrument (Vilamil-Casanovn & Louis, 1996). 
Auimntion 
here arc two main types of animations, which arc used in multimedia applications. The 
rst type of animation is the simple movement of objects on the screen, generally through 
near translation. Multimedia development cnvironmenls oficn provide the necessary 
1ols to pcrfonn this simple animation procedure. The original creation of animation, 
:>wcvcr, is very technically nnd urtisticully involved, as well as time consuming 
v' ilumil-Cusunova & Louis, l 996). 
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Video 
1e embedding of video in multimedia nppliClltions is a powcrfol way to convey 
rormation that can incorporate a personal element which other media lack. Current 
;hnology limits digital video's speed of playback and the size of the window that can be 
>plnyed. When played back from the computer's hard disk, videos are much less smooth 
an conventional television images due to the hard disk data transfer rate. Often 
impression techniques are used with digital video and as a result resolution is often 
mpromised. Also, the storage of video files requires a comparatively large amount of 
trd disk space (Vilamil-Casanova & Louis, 1996) . 
. 3 Computer-Based Training (CBT) 
Computer-Based Training is an interactive training tool that allows me to learn H 
>mputer application right at the desktop PC. Information is delivered to the screen, 
Jestions are posed, and feedback on responses arc received. One can navigate through 
e training process in a graphically enhanced environment fini shing with a test that 
easurcs how much have been retained. 
Computer Based Training (CBT) courses nrc modular, comprehensive, graphic-
ch, nnd highly interactive. Interactive CBT requires participation from the student either 
responding to the questions, completing simulation, or hnnds-on exercises - all 
ruclurcd with the ohjcctivc or providing I\ highly engaging learning experience. 
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Interactive CDT has been proven in studies to incrcnsc the rnte of retention of 
lrning over more traditional training delivery methods. Computer-based training (CBT) 
ow learners to enter into an environment that they can be controlled. People learn best 
1en they can take in information in the order that makes sense to them. 
The face of education is dramatically changing with the addition of multiple 
;bnologics for learners. From books to CD-ROM to the Internet and everything in 
tween, technology is fast being recognized and valued by students, instructors, and 
1ploycrs. Researchers have found that in multimedia training compared with instructor-
1 training: 
• the learning curve is 60% faster 
• content retention is 25-50% higher 
• learning gains are 56% higher 
• variances in quality of delivery is 20-40% lesg 
Traditional method of learning arc schedule driven and other-directed. The 
udcnt takes the course when the class is scheduled, not necessarily when the skills or 
1owledge arc needed. Non-traditional correspondence courses offer traditional course 
mtent under self-directed learning. With the accelerated pace of changing technologies, 
day's distance education students require an educational model that supports a self-
rcctcd approach for just-in-time learning. 
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I Jntroduction to Interactive Multimedia. 
Interactive multimedia simply means that usors can internet with the computer 
,h exciting graphics, animation, video and sound, to receive message in an enjoyable 
J memorable way. It is closely related to hypennedia which means interactive 
>grams where all the information is stored in different types of media and is organized 
that it can be easily accessed and presented in many ways (Cotton & Oliver, 1992). 
In the training environment, the interactive multimedia approach is seen as a 
tural way to learn because it involves the student individually through sight, sound and 
Jch, if necessary. This individual involvement with an interactive multimedia 
owlcdgc base with associated scoring, testing and progress rcpo1ts is believed to 
hance the knowledge absorption and retention rate which is the mnin objective of all 
lining programs (Szuprowicz, 1994). 
Jn education, interactive multimedia is ncknowledgcd as un important solution 
enhance student curricula and improve educational levels. Interactive multi media in 
lucation has been one of a great help ns an additional teaching tool. 
4.1 CD-ROM 
CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory) is a type of Optical Storage Media 
1cd to store clnta in any form such us nudio, video and imago. lt was first created in 
>83 bused on CD-DA (Compuct Disc-Digitnl Audio). 
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CD-ROM has an amazing amount of flcxibil iry nnd potential as a multimedia 
·age and distribution medium. One CD-ROM can hold up to 74 minutes of digital 
lio or 650MB of computer data which is about 464 high-density floppy disks' worth of 
a (Holsinger, 1994). 
Today there arc nt least four major CD standards. These standards accommodate a 
1dful of formats for compact disc players, interactive home entertainment systems and 
11puter CD-ROM systems. The audio data that is recorded onto compact discs is 
:ital binary data, the same type of data found in computer files (Holsinger, 1994 ). 
CD-ROM is one of the fastest growing segments of the computer industry. It 
fcrs some very important benefits to the individual end-user, to education, business and 
Justry. CD-ROMs can· engage users interactively. Users navigate infonnation in the 
der that is most interesting and intuitive for them. It is also portable and flexible, people 
n use it anywhere they like und anytime they want . 
4.2 Advantages of Interactive Multimedia CD-ROM Storybook 
CD-ROM storybook allows the children to learn at their ovm pace, using the tools 
et they feel most comfortable with, such as text, graphics, video or interactive features. 
;arncrs cnn move quickly ro their preferred areas which interest them the most such ns 
mes. It is n very flexible format. 
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There are several important features to include in mnking CD-ROMS that are both 
ertnining and educational n11d to maximize the bcnotits. They should ignite learning, 
tivate independence, accommodate a range of ages and capabilities and engage a child 
ually. 
Ignite team ing 
irning seems effort less, because it is initiated by the chi ld, allowing them to follow 
ir own logical trails of inquiry. 
Cultivate /11depe11de11ce 
e CD is designed suitable for children with clear instnictions , but with non-linear 
signs acknowledging that the user is a competent decision maker and can decide for 
:mselves what they would like to hear or see. 
1ildren do not like to be told what to do. They will lose their int erest and attention 
:;ily by giving them loads of instructions and orders. Jnstead, it is better if we guide and 
:ercd them through a step by step teaching. But, it is far more effective if you let the 
ild take foll responsibi lity for what they learn and in what order they learn it in which 
. 
u way, acknowledge their individuality. 
Uangc of Ages and Capabilities 
lany topics urc uscfta l for mnny ugos. It depends on how cfTcctivc you want it to be for 
:! user nnd how it affects the child in encouraging them to learn. The leveling does not 
vc to be so obvious for chi ld rc11 lovol. Wo cun incorporntc leveling. 
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J·:ngage a chi/cl visually 
I graphics should be exciting and appropriate to the tnrgcttcd nges. Grnphics draw the 
ldrcn through a CD; they instinctively click on cool nnd attractive looking pictures just 
see what happens. Designs should be visual click-feast~ propelling a child from one 
itivating graphic ofTcring to the next until they explore every component of the CD. 
' Interactive Story telling Pncknges 
Based on my research, there are variety of learning packages for preschool which 
: very stimulating and interesting. But most of the interactive CD ROMs are in English 
j very few arc in Bahasa Malaysia. Even though much effort has been taken to 
courage the usage of second language, we should not neglect the impo11uncc of Bahasa 
alaysia in this lnfornmtion Age. 
This is the advantage of this Story Telling package where all the instructions, 
mes and activities arc written in simple Bahasa Malaysia. Learning through interactive 
a good stni1 for children. It will stimulate their brnins and promote fun learning . 
This is a good step in educating the youngsters with different languages at the 
rly stage because the early years is the best years to start. The CD-ROM can 
corporate music, sound effects, 30 nnimntion, high definition graphics, video and 
tcrnctivity. 
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Children will learn faster \.Vhcn they thcrn's n two-way communication between 
user and the learning tool. They can easily attracted 10 sounds and music. That is why 
this CD-ROM, the voice is incorporated to let the children follow the right 
1nunciation for every word. 
) Research on Existing Packages. 
t. l Edutainment Package for Children Thl'ough Multimedia Story Telling 
ban Kok Sbyong,1998). 
This edutainment package is created for children aged between 7 to 9 years old 
d was developed using Visual Basic programming language based on Windows 
crating system. This package is quite interesting , user-friendly and easy to use as it 
es not require the use of the keyboard. Any interaction can be done with the click of 
: mouse on buttons or pictures. 
It is g.ood to know that this package is in simple Baha~m Malaysia as there are not 
my story telling package in Bahnsn Mnluysia out in the market. This package contains 
different stories which cnn be selected according to one's favourite. Tho stories are 
crita Dongeng Aladdin", "Pakainn Dani Mnhnrnja" nnd "Anak Arnab Melawan 
rigala". 
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There are short qu1zcs with multiple answers otter euch story presented. The 
stions are short and simple but I find the answers arc a bit confi1sing for the children. 
Jscful feature like the dictionary is nlso included to help the children search for 
~n ings of certain words. The text used is easy to understand and suitable for children 
ow 9 years of age but somehow 1 find that the instructions used are a bit too long . 
s will make the children lose their interest in reading such long and descriptive text. 
overcome this , they should replace some text with pictures and sounds to make it a 
re desirable learning tool. 
There are no animation used on the characters during the story telling, which I 
d a bit frustrating and less amusing. There are only text below the static pictures with 
·tain words highl ighted. The definitions of the highl ighted words can be found in the 
~tionary . Children arc more interested to hear stories with lots of different sounds with 
lourful characters and movements, this will help them stay focused and excited. 
The questions in the quiz section is simple but the multiple answers are a bit 
nfusing . Scores will be given on each correct answer and fewer points will be 
ducted if the given answer is wrong. There is a bonus round if the chi ld manage to 
swcr all the questions correctly. 
Ovcrnll, this pnckngc needs more forms of entertainment such as fun activit ies 
d games to mnkc it more of an edutainment package. More interesting features should 
added in order to s11 ti ~f)' tho m~ocl s of the children. 
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!---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
han Ilmiah I 
.2 Pakej Pembelajaran Mengcnal Huruf, Bentuk, Abjad dan Warna 
tuk Kaoak-kaoak 4-6 Talmo (PINTAR). (Siti Norlina, 1998) 
This package is a multimedia package built using an authouring tool software 
ector 6.0 and can be run on Windows operating system. It is an interesting package in 
lasa Malaysia and is suitable for parents, teachers and children as an additional 
·ning tool. 
The system is very user-friendly with interesting and colourful objects included. 
ere are 4 choices on the menu once the user entered the system that is, "Menu 
mgenal Abjad", "Menu Mengenal Nombor", "Menu Mengenal Warna" and .. Menu 
mgenal Bentuk,,. A user can enter one of the menus at one time. 
The interface is very colourful and attractively designed to attract children's 
ention. The numbers and letters used arc big enough to c'over the whole screen which 
>omewhat eye-catching. Children can learn about letters in capital and in small capital, 
initial letter for each object shown, basic numbers from I to 10, introduction on basic 
lours and nlso shapes. Each time the user click nn object, number, letter or shape, a 
ice can be heard clearly refering to the object. Children can repeat after the voice to 
rrcct their pronunciation in order to learn faster, even without parental guide. 
I find this pnckngc very amusing and interesting for children 4 to 6 years. It 
mbincs all the clements iu 11111lt i111cdiu such us sound, animation and graphics. Out the 
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ikage is too short and should be extended with more n ~ 1iviti es and games. This 
jkage will help children in getting to know numbers nnd letters. nnd not only that, they 
I also learn how to count and difTerentiate shapes and colours. 
i.3 Fun Fusion 
This is a software developed locally by lkhlas Duma and is designed specifically 
pre-schoolers aged three to seven years old. It is an educational software called Fun 
sion that comes in an attractive CD pack which comprises four learning programs -
mder Skoul, Tod plus, Dot Time and Puzzle Kemp. There is no specification on the 
'1ware or programming language used but it can be run under Windows operating 
;tem and also Macintosh. 
The program teaches pre-school children basic learning concepts and skills in an 
.ertaining way. lt integrates serious education, exploration and recreation, all in the 
m of games and puzzles. 
Wonder Skool teaches the alphabet, numbers, shapes, colours , fruits and 
~etabl es . Tod plus gets the children to practise these skills through games such as 
Heh The words, fill in The Blanks and Unscramble The words. Jn Dot time, children 
dy numbers by connecting numbered dots that form n complete picture when finished, 
ilc Puzzle Kemp tcnchcs them about animals, birds, landmarks and transportation. 
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Overall, this package is worth buying nnd ii gives me more ideas on how to 
rclop my package. The graphics were amazing and fascinating. They have a very good 
a in developing games and puzzles that can attract the children's attention. I'm sure a 
of researches has been done in this area especially on what attracts children the most. 
: can be proud of this package as it is developed by local software developer. Too bad 
y do not have anything in Bahasa Malaysia and rm sure if they do, they will get a 
)d response from many parents out there. 
,.4 l LOVE .. . . . . scries {Edutainment CD-ROMs for ages 7-11) 
This CD-ROM from DK Interactive Learning tries to promote healthy learning 
ough CD-ROMs. This CD-ROM can be run under Windows platform and nlso 
icintosh. 
DK has come up with many I love .. titles such as I Love Math!, I Love Spelling! 
l I Love Science!. All the products are in English and it take an effective approach to 
' goaJ of overcoming a chi ld 's aversion to math, science and spelling without being too 
II. All of them have nice touches to keep things interesting. 
Even though th is product is meant for kids above the age of 7, I find it very 
using and fun to learn it. It helps me to get some ideas in creating an interest ing 
;kagc such ns this. 
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There arc stimulated experiments, classroom exercises, game shows, which has 
ercnt levels of difficulty and also a "hint,, button on every questions to help them 
1e along if they get stuck in answering challenging questions and games. 
This product will probably work best in classrooms or other environments where 
child has a choice between tradit ional school work and playing with one of these CD-
Ms . 
• S Jump Start for Preschools 
I will rate this learning package from Knowledge Adventure as the best 
ltimedia CD-ROM l can find in the market. Knowledge Adventure is a sofl wnrc 
eloper based in United States. They are one of the award winners for best Children 
lwarc Review and Home Learning Award for children. 
They not only make learning as lively and interesting as possible with varieties of 
ncs and activities, not to forget all characters are created suitable for children of all 
. 
•s. 
This product is n good start to promote mult imedia learning for children in 
paration before they stnrt schooling. Children will learn how to count by doing 
tvit ics such ns helping the bcnr to count the ingredients he needs in making ice-cream, 
ing cake or even making s11 l11d. Activities to help the chi ldren identify shnpcs nnd 
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:!cts are like helping the baby elephant to keep her toys properly by putting the called 
~cts into her trunk and also categorizing objects of the snmc shapes and colours in one 
Every time the children drag the mouse onto certain features such as books or 
al, the cursor will change colour indicating that the object can be activated. The 
kage are designed with such fascinating layout that looks like a fantasy land for 
dren to play. There are mysteriously hidden objects everywhere but you can see it 
ngc each time you click the mouse. 
Evcnthough it is rated as a number one product, I still think that for children 
mger than fi ve years old may find some difficulties in using it especially for children 
hout English background at home. Throughout the show, a child may need some 
dance from adults in order optimize the functions. Also , to get them started they need 
dentify themselves before entering. A child may not know how to spell out their 
1es and too many buttons on screen makes it harder for them to choose. 
Analysis 
Analysis have been made based on the existing packages to consider criterias and 
ures that should and should not bo included in this package to ensure the quality and 
.ctiveness on the user. 
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The s.torytelling package should not be monotonous nnd too serious in order to 
act the children's attention. Even though many internctive learning package are 
;resting and sui table for children , sometimes the instmctions and stories have a 
~ency to be too long and confu sing for children to understand. 
Long stories should be interrupted with games and puzzles to make it more 
)yable. The children will be given a choice as to wheteher they want to continue 
!ning to the stories or venture into other games that the package has. Activities and 
1es included should be interesting enough to keep up with the child 's interests. The 
vities is not merely an entertainment to the child but also it is a form of education in 
iancing the child' s abil ity to learn things faster. 
When it comes to educating a child, the most significant feature is simplicity. 
!rything has to be simple yet enjoyable and attractive such as the sounds, pictures and 
Is used so as not to bore the child. If the learning task were thus simplified, the young 
\d might also develop a more positive attitude toward reading. 
To promote the use of correct Bahasa Malaysia, this language is arranged in very 
pie sentences with clear pronunciation , not only to help the child learn the language 
er, but also in a more enjoyable method. 
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Summary 
Chapter 2 defines everything about Multimedin. it's components and benefits of 
g Multimedia. Related to the topic is an introduction of Interactive Multimedia and 
use of interactive CD-ROM in storytelling. The use of CD-ROMs in education has 
greatly accepted and it afirms the effectiveness. 
Comparison and analysis has been done to some of the products available in the 
ket to different iate their features in a sense of user-friendliness, level of difficulty, 
activity and also educational activities and interesting games designed to capture the 
rest of children below the age of seven. 
Conclusion 
A lot of aspects have to be analyzed in making an interactive storytelling package 
un and educational as possible. It docs not only include the design of the layout but 
1 the interactivity between the child and the system. The story has to be interesting 
ugh to keep up with the demand of the chi ld and also to encourage them to use it as 
of their learning activit ies. 
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CI-lAPTER 3: SYSTEM PLANNING & ANALYSIS 
Development Methodology 
A methodology encompasses the method used to develop a system. Different 
odologics can support work in different phases of the system life cycle, for example, 
ning, analysis, design and programming, testing and implementation. 
aterfall Model 
The linear or waterfall model is a development process that centers around 
ned work and is best suited for projects where the requirements can be clearly 
ned. It is called the Waterfall Model because of its cascading nature, from one step to 
next. It groups development activities into a sequence of consecutive phases , as 
n in Figure 3.2, which depicts the major phases - concept formation, system 
irements definition, system design and development. E~ch phase itself is made up of 
e detailed activit ies (Hawryszkiewycz, 1998). 
The model consists of fi ve primary activit ies, but sometimes it can also be broken 
eight activities, depending on the scale of the project. 
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I 
,Requirements 
I Definition 
System & 
Software Design 
Implementation 
& Unit Testing 
Integration & 
System Testing 
O• 
Figure 3.2 : Waterfall Model 
I: Requirements definition 
Operation & 
Maintenance 
uirements analysis is the fi rst step 111 the waterfa ll model process. This phase 
hasizes the refinement of the scope, concrete specification that becomes the 
dation for all activit ies that follow. To understand what is required, models are 
ted, problem is specified and implementation details arc developed. The requirements 
to be reviewed to ensure that the perception of the system is accurate. Software 
ircment analysis may be divided into five areas of effort: Problem recognition, 
uation and synthesis, modeling, speci fi cation, and review. 
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1 2: Sys/em and Software Design 
ign enables the progressive refinements of data strnctures. program structure, and 
~edural detai ls. Design results in representations of software that can be assessed for 
ity. Design with the structured programming enables a designer to represent 
(edural detail in a manner that facilitates translation to code. 
3: I mplemenlalion and Unit Testing 
-, the developers write and compile the actual code that turns into the executable 
~rams. The system is still a set of programs, not integrated into a whole fleshed out 
luct. Each unit is tested to make sure it perfonns to specifications. Documentation is 
- oflen at this stage for the individual units, often by the people who code the 
ications. The primary objective of testing is to uncover any defects in the software. 
applying test case design, the developer can achieve more complete testing and 
eby uncover and correct the maximum number of errors before the user use it. 
./:Integration ancl System Testing 
of the separate programs, or units, arc put together and flesh out as a system, or 
hed prod~ct. The overall system is tested to make sure the finished product works as 
as the individual units had before. Afier testing, the finished product is made 
lable to the user. More documentation is written here - system documentation rather 
individual unit documentation. lnstullution manuals, help files for overall system 
,c. nnd such. 
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1 5: Op eration and Mai11Je11a11ce 
last step in the process is maintenance and it accounts for the majority of all money 
1t on computer software. Maintenance is the most expensive phase which include 
r correction, adaptation and enhancement. Maintenance provides basis for future 
ancement and also improves future maintainability and reliability. 
1 Strengths and Weaknesses 
There are few strengths and weaknesses in using Waterfall methodology. 
ngths 
It flows well, and is easy to understand from a broad viewpoint. 
It is easy to implement. 
Flaws arc easy to find, as they are flushed out as every stage. 
Product is well documented. 
J ligh Visibi lity. 
Well known and well used. 
More predictable application development projects 
Greater chances of project delivery on time and within budget 
1k11esses 
Design cost is increased at every stage. T he Inter a problem is found, the more it 
costs. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Norking product is not available for user's viewing until the finished product. The 
1ser must wait unti l the end to see any product and if the product fails, it signals 
recess failure. 
roo much time taken for development to be able to get on with the product. 
Often difficult, to get design requirements at the beginning, especially from user. 
::::hildren rarely know exactly what they want, and in what way they want it to be 
resented in. 
\!eeds little or no prototyping. Prototyping will help illustrate and idea and build a 
system in an explorative way. 
System Analysis & Requirements 
The first step in the methodology is the system requirements definition whereby 
his phase, all the information needed to assist the process arc gathered through 
sistent research from few resources available. The information are collected from : 
Internet 
Library of the University of Malaya 
Articles from newspapers 
Interviews and questionnaires 
Existing software 
Discussions and guidance from supervisor. 
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Interviews nnd Questionnaires 
The questionnaires asked teachers to assess the effocts of using the computer as a 
ing tool on their students. A random sample of ten parents were interviewed over 
elephonc regarding their perceptions of the effects of computer as part of the 
1ing tool. 
Questions on user attitude towards the new method and unintended effects are 
i here in order to get the information needed : 
>o you tell stories to your children? 1 f so, what kind of method do you use? (Reading 
tory books I listening to cassettes or video tapes I CD-ROMs) 
lave you ever trained I taught the children how to use the computer? (using mouse I 
eyboards) 
re they interested to learn I try to use the computer? 
lave you ever tried any teaching method using educational CD-ROMs? 
Vhat are their reaction towards the new teaching method? 
Vhat activities appear most appealing to them? (Listening to the stories I Colouring I 
;ounting I Singing/ Identifying objects I Hide and Seek) 
Vhat kind of stories attract them the most? (Animals I People I fantasy I Adventure) 
Additionally, l hc kindergarten children were also interviewed with simple 
ions about the use of computer. It is not completely impossible to get any 
mut ion from the children since n small number of them are able to answer simple 
ions 0 11 things they prefer . 
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A sample of 20 children has been asked few questions related to the system 
irements.When asked in individual interviews whether they liked to work on the 
puter at school, 98% of the children answered "yes,, , 2% said "no,,. When given a 
CD-ROM for them to try out, one mother commented that her son was very positive 
rt the educational CD-ROM that was given to him earlier at school. Another mother 
trked that her daughter read enthusiastically fo llowing after every word pronounced 
e CD-ROM . Of the children, 94% indicated that they would like to learn reading and 
ng , 6% were not interested in using the computer. 
Most of the children prefer stories with animal characters and adventures. They 
liked the colouring activities where they can independently chose the colours they 
and fill it in the picture given. And as a result of using the educational CD-ROM , 
? unintended effects were identified : increased self-esteem, interest in computer use 
writing skills. These effects were identified through the teacher and parent 
-views. They were not measured by any standardized instruments. 
2 Findings from Researchers on Preschools Learning 
Study has been conducted involving I 03 students from four kindergarten classes 
1sing computerized picture-word processor system which enable them to write 
sages on a computer by simply pressing bultons of picture-word on an electronic 
~t without having to spell words or use extensive eye-hand coordination. 
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After two weeks, results indicate that students who received the picture-word 
essor instructions did signi ficantly better in reading than those who received no 
uction. rurthermore the picture-word processor users responded enthusiastically to 
>ystem , as evidenced by their reports and written messages and by the comments on 
}tionnaires from teachers, parents and tutors of the kindergarten children (Li, 1990). 
Some educators assert that the use computer technology is one of the most 
::tive ways to teach early writing and reading. Because of the flexibility of computers 
creative tool for beginning writers, every school child should have easy access to 
puters (Li, l 990). 
Table 3.3 below describes the cognitive development of children between four to 
years of age (Norton, 1987). 
;OGNITIVE DEYELOPMEN'( 
.. 
' IMPLICATIONS 
Children + 5. year~ old 
~ I ~ • J • 
Children remember to do three things Tell short , meaningful stories nnd nllow 
told to them or retell a short story if children to retell them~ picture stories help 
the material 1s presented 111 a them organize the story. Give them practice 
meaningfu l sequence. in following 3-step directions. 
fhcy mcrcase their nbil ity to group Provide many opportunities to share concept 
.cts according to impo1nnt books and activit ies designed to develop 
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acteristics but still base thei r rules on ideas of shnpe. colour. size and feel. 
things look to them. 
· .' ~gc, 5-6 yeai:~,:· ~I~ .. 
• '"I 
. I 
Chi ldren learn to fo llow one type of Continue to share concept books and 
classification (cg. colour, shape) encourage activities that allow child to 
through to completion without group and classify. 
changing the ma111 characteristic 
partway through the task. 
They count to ten and distinguish ten Reinforce developing counting skills with 
objects. counting books and other counting 
activities. 
They identi fy primary colours. Reinforce colour identification through the 
use of colour concept books and by 
discussing colours found in other picture 
books. 
They learn to distinguish between "a Provide opportunities for children to 
lot or' and "a little or ' something. identi fy and discuss the differences between 
these concepts. 
Chi ldren require trial and cn·or Share books that progress from smallest to 
ore they can arrange things in order hugest.. I lave children retell stories using 
111 smallest to biggest. Oa11nclboard characters drawn Ill 
nppropriutc sizes. 
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Share books to help them understand time 
sequence. 
Table 3 .3: Cognitive Development of Preschools 
Functional Requirement 
Based on the identified needs of the chi ldren obtained from the interviews and 
1ture, the following characteristics is to be incorporated in the courseware. 
User /11/erf ace 
An interface is the part of an application that the user sees and interact with. The 
-face includes the screens, windows, controls, menus, metaphors, online help, 
Jrnentation and training. 
Non-Functional Requirement 
1-functio~al requirements are essential definit ions of system properties and constraints 
er which a system should operate. 
{},ycrfric:11dli11c:ss 
e most significant factor to be considered in interactive multimedia CD-ROM is the 
r friendliness of the package where features such as buttons, graphics, and screen 
out must be simple nnd friendly to the user. 
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elp 
module is needed to help the user in any difficulties they are facing. 
1teractivity 
nteractivity between the user and the package is vital to provide them beneficial 
·icnce while listening to the stories and playing the games. 
eliability 
package has to be reliable in sense of availability and usability. 
ifficiency 
s to act responsively to user's need in order to make it an efficient tool. 
Software requirement 
Developing an interactive multimedia application poses another integration 
tern at the sofiwarc level. Software is the most critical factor in the manipulation and 
~ration of multimedia content clements from various sources. In this phase, the 
ired soflwarc arc analyzed and comparison arc made between most of the software 
table. These sofiware include all kinds of authoring tools used to develop a 
timedia program. 
requirements include 
Authoring Tool 
Windows 95 or 98 Opcrnting System 
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dobe Photoshop 5.0 
e Photoshop is used to edit still images which has been scanned or imported. This is 
powerful tool to edit pictures using varieties of features . 
'1101 Maker 
I (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) equipment is used to create music and sound· 
:ts using MIDI instruments such as piano keyboards, synthesizers, sound modules 
other MIDI products and then recorded directly into the computer for later 
ersion to a digital audio file (Holsinger, 1994). 
)ound Recorder 
1d Recorder is used to play back and record digital audio straight into the PC as 
Y sound fil es. Like the Media Player, the Sound Recorder software accesses and 
rols the sound hardware using a transport control to start, stop and record digital 
o ( l lolsinger, 1994). Voice are recorded through a microphone that converts the 
d into analog. 
\1 edia Player 
I Multimedia Authoring Tool 
Authoring tools arc tools used to create multimedia applications without the need 
sc convent ional programming. These ure usually object-oriented development 
~ms, some of which use sophisticated GUls to assist mult imedia developers in 
libling interactive multimedia presentations. 
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Authoring tools handle individual screens, or frames, as higher level objects that 
iontain hundreds of basics objects such as text, graphics,, shapes, animation, audio 
ideo sequences. These frames also include objects that control branching between 
es and access to other media sources as required. 
There arc several dozen authoring tools on the market over the years, and 
rent authoring facilities have been developed and used to create interactive 
imedia applications of various levels of complexity .In this project , three authoring 
have been taken into consideration 
l Why Authoring Tools? 
Interactive multimedia applications may be developed using any computer 
age, particularly C++, Java and other object-oriented programming languages. The 
of higher-level authoring tools may prove to be more costly than programming a 
le application from scratch usmg conventional programming sofiware 
prowicz, l 994). 
l lowevcr, the use of authoring tools arc advantageous because they arc designed 
multimedia developers in mind. A single authoring tool combines all the functions 
interfaces required to join various media clements fro m difTcrcnt sources. This saves 
tnificant amount of development time and money for identification, design, testing 
rogramming of such intcrfi1ccs (Szuprowicz, 1994). 
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Jn order to make the process cost-effective the multimedia application used must 
most productive sofiware tools to accomplish a significant multimedia integration 
ost authoring tools have object-oriented tools within their own environment in 
to allow the development of complex interactive multimedia systems with relative 
even by individuals with no previous computer programming experience 
rowicz, 1994). 
Authoring systems separate authoring from programming. They have been 
oped to enable designers of content to integrate media elements with relative ease. 
The existence of authoring systems does not preclude programmers from 
ning interactive multimedia applications using programming languages. J lowevcr, 
cviously indicated, because content and form arc critical to success, an authoring 
ms tend to increase the productivity of any such effort. 
Authoring systems cfTcctivcly remove programmer from the loop. This is often 
able because even the best programmer can have a specific mindset regarding what a 
. 
uter-bascd application should look like. This mindset can differ drastically from 
. an effective interactive multimedia system must be. Programmers arc sometime 
1ly insensitive to end-user preferences and the need to focus on content and fomrnt of 
imcdia products (Szuprowicz., 1994). 
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Comparing and Selecting Authoring Tool 
The recommended approach to selecting a particular authoring tool is to 
inine well in advance the needs of an interactive multimedia application in terms of 
sources, types of media involved, target user and objectives of the application itself 
rowicz, 1994). 
Today software tools such as Macromedia Director, Authorware 4.0 and 
1ctric Tool book Ir can make authoring even more powerful. These authoring tools 
been analyzed and compared in terms of facili ties, performances, user interfaces, 
ition features , text handling, graphics options, transitional effects and also audio 
ideo support capabilities. 
Table 3.6 is an example of a desirable features of an authoring tool.. It is a 
rehensive representation of the most desirable functions of any authoring system. 
thoring Facility 
' ) ' 
Interface 
.. D,esirable functions 
1'.,, '\f ~ 
' ·' 
Integrated Flowchart, WYSlWYG interface, GUI, 
lcons, Menus 
Handling Styles, Formats, Fonts/Size/Colours, ASCH lmports, 
ns Word ScRrch, Pnrngraphs, High Screen Resolution 
hies Options Freehand Drnwi ng, Primiti ves, Text Overlay, Palette 
Editin~, Graphic Imports Files, Vector-based Drawing, 
Cut ru1d Paste, Fill, Clip Art, Screen Capture 
i---------~----·--------~-
ation Features Path, Cycle, Transitional 12ffccts, Animation Imports, 
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' 
io Options 
rnal Inputs 
-faces 
:o Options 
em Functions 
-User Controls 
2-D, 3-D, Canned, Sprite, Cell 
Computer Sounds, Annlog Sources, Digitized Sources, 
Ml DI Interface, Digitized Audio Board, Edit Digitized 
Audio, Speech Synthesis, Laser Disk Audio channels 
Videodisk, VCR, CD-ROM, Digital Camera, Audio 
Cassette, Synthesized Audjo Board, Video Digitizer, 
Full-Motion Video Board, TV Tuner 
Full-screen Motion Video, Video Windows, Multiple 
Video Inputs, Seamless Videodisk Search, Overlay 
Video with Text and Graphics 
Branching, Test While Authoring, Runtime Creation, 
Timeout, Notetaking, Bookmark, Calculator, Graphical 
Database Maintenance, Navigational 
Variables, Help, Printing, External 
Docwnentation, Debugging/ Editing Tools 
Buttons, 
Links, 
Keyboard, Mouse, Touch Screen, Graphic Tablet, 
I Light Pen, Trackball, Joystick; Speech Recognition ,--_ _... ________ ____, 
Table 3.6 : Desirable Features for Authoring Tools 
l Analysis on Authoring Tools 
An authoring tool generally contains a user-friendly working interface, internal 
faces for accepting external media input sources, n fac il ity to import text and 
hies, draw and paint capabilities, animation features, audio and video manipulation 
:!diti11g functions, various interactivity fUnctions and a choice of user input controls. 
11eccssnry to evaluate the most outstunding a11thoring tool against requirements of the 
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ication to detennine which 1s likely to provide the best perfonnance and most 
prehensive coverage. 
Amongst the selected authoring tools are Macromedia Director 7.0, Authorware 4 
Asymetric Toolbook ll. 
cromedia Director 7 
Director 7.0 is an authoring tool developed by Macromedia. It has been upgraded 
new features like embedded fonts, scaling and rotation of sprites, alpha channels, 
1-user, support, an'd new Internet optimizations. Macromedia's Director 7 is 
pivotal technology, · allowing developers to create a rich interactive 
;ricnce both on the Web and CD-ROM. 
Director 7 seamless HTML integration, full support for QuickTime 3 and 
lmtng media, shocked fonts, and faster, simpler Shockwave Player 
itecture all reinforce Director's standing as the number one 
ication. Director 7 has a clear goal that ts to produce interactive media that 
s and functions well on low-bandwidth Internet 
lections. It is also includes optimized Shockwave playback, more efficient ways to 
1ate cast members, and direct support of Java and HTML. 
Director 7.0 is u time based authoring program. Instead of cards or book pages, 
ctor movies arc made or series of individual frames. As the movie is played, frames 
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·played revealing their elements. Because time based authoring programs work by 
7ing a series of frames, they arc especially good tools for creating animations. 
In this project, Macromedia Director 7.0 has been chosen as an authoring tool 
~c it has more features compared to other authoring tools available. It is one of the 
uthoring tool availabe nowadays. Meanwhile, this program is also taught in one of 
bjects compulsery for Management of Information Systems students. Hence, it is a 
practice to apply my knowledge in using this tool as part of my project. 
Director 7.0 is also available at the computer laboratory in this faculty. With the 
f this faci lity, I have decide to make the full use of what is offered. 
orwnrc 4 
Aside from Director, this is another best-known product from Macromcdia. 
>rware is an iconic tool specifically designed for the 'developer of educational and 
lg application by non-programmers. It was designed for non-programmers and 
cs no coding , thus making it easy to learn and use. 
Each of the eleven icons available to the workspace has a particular function , like 
ying decisions and the developing process involves dragging icons from the toolbar 
owchart which controls the program flow. 
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LSy to use - no coding required 
pular in Mac and Windows versions. 
od internet product support via Macromedia homepage 
~nditions attached to commercial runtime distribution 
<pensive, slow execution compared to compiled application 
or screen design capability 
ttle Windows look and feel. 
actric Toolbook II 
Toolbook 11 is an object-oriented development environment that provides drawing 
for creating objects and a full-featured programming language, called OpenScript, 
rogramming object behaviour. Asymctric Toolbook II uses a book and page 
hor, related to Hypcrcards' stack and card idea. lt is a more general-purpose 
pping tool than Visual Basics and Authorware as it can be used to produce not just 
~ware but also applications such as databases. It is particularly suited to text 
ng and is ideal for application with large amounts of text. 
lsy 10 use and learn 
cccllent Internet product support 
distribul ion res I rictions 
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sy to use - no coding required 
pular in Mac and Windows versions. 
ood internet product support via Macromedia homepage 
onditions attached to commercial runtime distribution 
pensive, slow execution compared to compiled application 
oor screen design capability 
1ttle Windows look and feel. 
1ctric Toolbook II 
Toolbook 11 is an object-oriented development environment that provides drawing 
for creating objects and a full-featured programming language, called OpcnScript, 
rogramming object behaviour. Asymetric Toolbook II uses a book and page 
hor, related to Hypcrcards' stack and card idea. It is a more general-purpose 
oping tool than Visual Basics and Authorware as it can be used to produce not just 
eware but also applications such as databases. It is particularly suited to text 
ing and is ideal for application with large amounts of text. 
asy Lo use and learn 
xccllcnt lntcmct product support 
o distribution restrictions 
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expensive 
sy screen design 
oderate learning curve for novice developers - lots of coding required 
ow execution compared to compiled applications 
fardware requirements 
l MB RAM 
1tcl Pentium 133MHz processor 
GA monitor 
tEC CD-ROM Drive 282 
oundcard 
fonitor 
canner 
~icrophone 
peakcr . 
eyboard 
(1ouse 
rinter 
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ummary 
Chapter 3 elaborates all the information needed in systems requirements and 
is. The first part of the chapter explains about the methodology used in developing 
r tem. In this project, the methodology used is the waterfall methodology and every 
1f the method is elaborated together with the chart of the methodology. 
In defining the requirements, interviews, surveys and researches have been done 
dcr to obtain the information needed. Interviews have been conducted on few 
garten teachers and parents about children's interest and development. 
In developing a multimedia interactive package, few selections of authoring tools 
been analyzed and compared to select the best authoring tool which can perform 
ding to requirements. Comparison is included in this chapter to provide a clear 
e of the features for each authoring tool. 
Lastly, after the software requirements have been determined, the hardware 
ements arc stated to show what kind of hardware is used to build the system. 
onclusion 
Creation of an interactive multimedia platform involves integration of hardware 
bncnts, some or which arc incompat ible with current desktop equipment. It also 
cs many other important features that has to be taken into consideration such as 
capability nnd background knowledge. In this project, children's cognitive 
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{teristic~ must be considered to analyze whnt. they nrc like nnd what kind of 
ies can help enhance their skill. 
Selection of an authoring tool for the development of an interactive multimedia 
ation is a critical decision that has a bearing on flexibility of design, resource 
ements, ease of developments and ability to integrate various sources. 
Compatibi lity with other existing and proposed application design consideration 
1e an issue, but each multimedia project should be accessed with regard to specific 
ives, target audiences, delivery capabilities, avai lability of ski lls and maintenance 
s over the projected life of the application. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN 
1 System Design 
The system design phase is a very important stage where it is the creative 
ocess of transforming the problem into a solution. This phase also helps the 
signer to describe features of the system, the components or the modules of the 
stem and their appearance to the users. Basically this phase gives user the idea of 
w the running program is going to look like. 
The package design is divided into two sections : 
Interface Design 
System Structural Design 
.2 User Interface Design 
Interfaces are used in many different kinds of purposes such as for searching. 
a tool, browsing, buying, learning and entertaining. In designing interfaces, few 
ctors have to be considered in order to make the interface looks attractive and easy 
navigate by the user. It is also important to keep the interface simple yet attractive 
order to keep the user interested. 
Some of the most important considerntions when designing interfaces are the 
nes involving how people think and learn (cognit ion). Below are some guiding 
rincipl c!{ for cognit ivo processing (Woinschcnk, Jamar & Yeo. 1997). 
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Limit memory loads 
ople have short-term memory, after 20 seconds they will lose the information if 
ey cannot quickly store it in long-tenn memory . 
Break down decision-making 
ecision steps have to broken down into manageable parts using group boxes and 
bels to help them distinguish which decision they should be making at a given point 
time. 
Provide comext 
ontext provides specific meaning and interpretation. Some ways of providing 
ntext are using titles, labels on screen titles, buttons and menus. 
Be consistent 
ne of the ways to facilitate a good mental model quickly is through consistency. 
eople rely on consistency in order to find information quickly, create an accurate 
1ental-model, and make decisions. 
He forgiving 
he interface has to allow user to explore without doing damage. There has to be built 
ways for users to cancel out, go back, and undo actions. 
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her aspect to be taken into consideration is visual considerations. 
isual considerations include : 
Minimize the eye movement 
reens and windows have to be designed in a way that users can start at the top and 
ork their way down without having to move their eyes back and forth or up and 
wn a lot. 
Adhere to principles of good f ormat and layout 
iformation should be placed to fo llow the pattern of reading, for example, people 
ho read English and Bahasa Malaysia will tend to look at the top left of each screen, 
d then move both left to right and top to bottom. 
Use colour and highlighting j11dicio11sly 
olours and highlighting should not be abused or overused. Techniques such as 
derlining, using boxes, or colour can be useful and powerful to visually grab 
ention. Whenever the colour or highlighting is used, there should be a reason in 
oing so. Otherwise, avoid using any technique in that particular area. 
Use visual coding 
isual coding such as graying out unavai lable options to provide visual meaning to 
ata on specific areas on a screen. 
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3 Conceptual Design 
Story 
Colouring 
Main Menu 
Main Process 
', 
Hide and 
Seek , . 
Singing 
Figure 4.1 : Hierarchy Chart of Main Menu 
e design of the modules are divided into 4 modules : 
Story Module 
', 
Exit 
his is the main module in this package. User wi ll be given choices button to navigate 
si ly throughout the storytelling, which means they are given freedom either to stay 
the module or to jump into another module while the story is running. The whole 
ory is in included in this module. There will be a narrator reading the text on each 
gc and every word spoken wi ll be highlighted in order to guide the children. 
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StOI)' 
,,. 
process 
•r 
1' 
Page I Page 2 Page .... PageN 
figure 4.2 : Story Module 
Colouring Module 
Children can try drawing and colouring activities in this module. In this 
rticular module, colours are wi ll be given on the pallete and several choices of 
shes will be included. 
The user will be able to pick colours according to preferences and draw on the 
ank canvas. Additionally, to make it more interesting, user will be able to erase their 
evious artwork to start anew. On exit , user can go back to main menu. 
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Draw Picture 
I 
Hide And Seek Module 
Ch:ip1cr ~ : System Desi n 
Colouring 
I process I 
._______....,....----" 
1 r 
Draw picture 
2 
Draw Picture ... Draw 
Picture N 
Figure 4.3 : Colouring Module 
This is a game where children have to find the characters which are hiding 
mewhere in the picture. Clues will be given on what they have to look for. This 
me wi ll have to incorporate interactivity entirely because the user needs to interact 
th the system throughout the game. 
The clues can be given in few 1nanners for instance, the objects on the screen 
11 change behaviour when the user roll the mouse over. This indirectly will give 
nts to tho user on what is hidden behind the object. When the user clicks the WTong 
~cct , a hint such as n particular sound will be played to let them know that it is 
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ng. Reward , such as sound will be played if the user guessed the correct object. 
Hide and Seek 
'. 
process 
', 
' r ', 
Object I Object 2 Object ... Object N 
Figure 4 .4 : Hide and Seek Module 
Songs Module 
Children's songs are played according to preference. There will be a few 
oices of songs to be played. The lyrics will be given so that the children can sing 
ng. There will also be a choice whether they would like the voice to be turned on 
not. They can sing to the songs with the minus one version. After the song is 
aycd, tho navigator button wi ll guide them to either the main menu or the menu of 
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songs. 
Songs 
process 
', 
', 
'' 
Song 1 Song 2 Song ... Song N 
Figure 4.5 : Song Module 
J~il Module 
Children can quit and exit the activities that they are doing at any time they 
e. A quit screen will appear when the user clicks on the exit button. Upon the 
eking, another screen will appear to ask for confirmation in any case that they 
ange their mind. The user can go back anytime if they don' t feel like quitting. 
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Screen designs illustrate the geographical placement of the navigational and 
eraction buttons used on the screen. It also gives an idea on the layouts of the 
erface for each module. It is vital to plan and arrange the buttons, images and text 
d in order to make it easier for user to see and to make it more organized with 
sistent layouts. 
I. t Main Menu Screen (Menu Utama) 
Colouring Storybook 
Title of storybook 
Hide and Help 
Seek 
I 
image 
I Songs Exit 
Figure 4.6 : Main Menu Screen 
The main menu screen consists of images and buttons which links the page to 
e story, colouring, singing, hide and seek, help and ex.it module. The exit button will 
k to the ex it screen. From the exit :1Crccn, there will be another screen that will 
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ear to confirm the user, s final decision . 
The title of the story and the image will be placed at the center of the main 
nu in order to capture user's attention. To start reading, the user have to click on 
start button . 
lt is important to have a very attractive main menu as this is the first page the 
r will see. An interesting page will give some idea on how the rest of the pages 
low and indirectly motivates them to start reading. Colours and arrangements of the 
ttons are equally important. 
1.2 Story Book Interface 
Colouring 
Text 
Image 
Hide and 
seek 
Figure 4.7 : Story Book Screen 
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The story book screen is designed somewhat different from the conventional 
k we normally read. The interface is properly arranged so that all the buttons, the 
ges and the text fit nicely with simplicity. 
ere are six control area assigned to each button on the screen. 
rrow back button allow the user to return to the previous page. 
Arrow forward button - allow the user to navigate to the next page of the 
.. 
rybook. 
Singing icon - allow the user to exjt and go to the singing module. 
Colouring icon - allow the user to exit and go to the colouring module. 
ide and Seek icon - allow the user to exit and go to the hide and seek module. 
xit icon - allow the user to stop reading and quit the program . 
. 
• . I 
On starting of the page, sound will be played automatically and stops when the 
er clicks on the next or previous button. The narrator will read the book and the 
rds will be highlighted as the narrator goes along. 
With this highlighted feature, the children will recognize the word easily and 
11 try to pronouce the words correctly. Since this package is targetted for children 
low 7 years of age, this will promote faster reading and spelling skills in order to 
pare them for school. 
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3 Colouring Interface (Mari Mewarna) 
Colour 
Pallete 
Canvas for Drawing 
rs;;!~~ 
L_J L_J ~ 
Figure 4.8 : Colouring Screen 
The colouring module is designed to make the user feel like they arc actually 
wing on a canvas. There are a few selections of brushes that come in different 
es. There will be a colour pallete where the user can pick any desirable colour and 
painting on the canvas. The sponge is used to erase the picture drawn so that the 
r can start on a new painting. 
There is quite a selection of attractive colours in order to make it more 
cinating. This is where the children can play with the colours they like and they are 
en the freedom to draw anything according to their fondness. The module is named 
louring rather then drawing because children are more attracted to colours and this 
dule lets them play with colours while drawing. 
If the user wish to quit , they can rctum to main menu in order to exit from the 
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Singing Interface (Mari Menyanyi) 
Singing 
menu 
Song Title 1 
Song Title 2 
Song Title . ... 
Song Title N 
Title of Song 
Lyrics 
Minus 0 110 
button 
l71g11rn '1 . 9 · Song Screen 
Cht1pter 4-: System Design 
~ 
~ ~ 
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The singing menu will list all the songs featured in this module nnd the user 
will be able to choose according to their preferences. In order to choose, the user has 
to point the cursor to the title of the song and clicks the mouse button. Automatically, 
the page will link to the song page where the song chosen will be played. 
Another interesting feature in this module is the Minus 1 button. When the 
user clicks on it, there will be a minus one track playing (without the voice). This is 
quite interesting especially if the children like to sing, which is similar to karaoke. 
Furthermore, if the user has a microphone plugged to the computer, then it will more 
enjoyable. 
l'o quit from the song page, the user has two choices : 
a) They can use the arrow button to go to the singing menu in order to choose other 
songs. 
b) Exit and return to main menu. 
All the songs will be in Bahasa Malaysia and most of the songs arc the usual 
children's favourites. They are carefully selected and are suitable for chi ldren all ages. Un
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.4.S Bide and Seek Interface (Cari Snya) 
Object I 
c1~1pt~r ~: rstcm Dcsi~n 
·----
Object 2 
Object 3 
~~ L:J L::_J 
Figure 4. l I : Hide and Seek Screen 
Hide and seek is the most popular game among the children and that is why I 
decided to produce such game in this program. In this module, children will need to 
SCarch for things that are hidden behind objects on the screen with only one type of 
Object · 
in each game but the number will vary for each game they play. 
For starters, tho hints will be given on what kind of object to look for The 
lrttcractivity is imponont us the user will he intcrncting with the system throughout the 
Slrnc. For example. whenever the user roll the mouse over certain object, the 
Char 
tctcristics of the object will chnngc, giving them hints that something might be 
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hiding behind it. When the user clicks on the object, the answer will be given whether 
the object is really hidden there or otherwise. If they guessed wrongly, then there will 
be an indicator telling so and the same goes if they guessed correctly. 
I find this game rather amusing for children. It gives them the power to be in 
control of what they are doing and it also develops the children's strategic thinking 
and agility. 
The exit button is included on every page to make it easier for them to quit 
al)ytirne they wish to. The quit button will navigate them to the main menu first before 
they can actually quit. To go to the next game, there will be a picture of a page 
flip. 
Ping Where the children can click on the picture to start on a new game 
4.s Slllnrnary 
Chapter 4 gives vague picture of how the actual screen is going to look like. 
Alt the screens which are going to be incorporated are designed briefly in here. For 
tach "10dule, each of the screen are shown together with the navigation buttons and 
the lay 
out of the text and images 
Each of the module presented nrc also given some hricf oxplnnntion nn how 
the 
screen operates. It is important to let the user nuviButc freely throughout the story 
lellin 
8 nod thnt is why the nnvigntion h1111011s should he includcct on every screen 
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CHAPTER 5 : SYSTEM CODING 
s.1 System coding 
After designing the system, the following stage is the writing of the programs. 
In this phase, the focus is on implementing the solution as a software. In other words, 
the programs that implement the design must be wri tten carefully in order to meet the 
80al. 
There are many ways to implement a design and many languages and tools are 
availabl 1 . e. n this package, since it is built using Macromedia Director 7.0, the 
SC . 
npting language used is Lingo scripting. 
Alt programming languages allow a problem to be solved in a variety of ways. 
lingo · is the programming laguagc of Director which allows you to do many 
wonderful things if you master the language. 
Coding perform tasks that translate design into a machine-readable form. If 
desig · 
n is performed in a detailed manner, code generation can be accomplished 
llletha . . 
nisttcally. (Pressman, 1992) 
s-2 c OdlnR Approach 
Good programming skills will produce a reliable system. 
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' Readability 
Code documentation 1s important in the readabi lity of the system. Code 
documentation begins with the selection of the identifier (variables and labels) nanie~ 
continues with the composition and commenting and ends with the organization of the 
program. 
' Naming Techniques 
A good and meaningful technique for the variables, controls and modules provides 
easy identification for the programmer. The naming convention is created with coding 
consistency and standardization in mind. 
' lmerna/ Doc11111e111a1io11 
Internal documentation and comments provide a clear guide to the developer and 
readers about the function of a particular source code in the program. So. comments 
Pro · Vade the developer with a means of communicating with other readers of the 
source 
code. A statement of purpose indicating the function of the module and 
descr' . 1Phve comments are embedded within the body of source code is used to 
describe processing functions. 
1 
Mo<Jularity 
Before 
entering the coding phase. developer has divided the project into several 
lllO<fulcs (as explained in the system design plmsc) The main purpose of modularity is 
10 
l'Cducc tho complexity of the system and to focilitato the developer to implement it 
by 
encouraging pnrnllcl dovclopnrnnt of different pnrt s of tho syHtcm. 
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For example, there are four modules in this package which arc the Storytdlinp, 
module, Colouring module, Hide and Seek module and Songs module By hn irw. 
modularity, developer can implement all modules at the same time and docs not have 
to wait for the completeness of a certain module before going into another module. 
S.J Coding Style 
Coding style is an important attribute of source code and it determines the 
intelligibi lity of a program. An easy to read source code makes the system easier to be 
rnai t · n ained and enhanced. 
The following lists some of the style used during coding phase of this project : 
' Selection of meaningfill identifier (variables, forms, labels, commands, images, 
pictures and timers) names. 
' Description and appropriate comments written in the source code (normally to the 
right of the program lines). 
' Indentation of codes increases the rcadibility of source code. 
S.4 Lin go Scripting 
S.4 I W 
· hat is 1.ingo? 
Lingo is nn English like f1I08tnmmin8 lun~11ngc of Director All the 
C()lllnlands, fonctions. und other kcywo1ds in Dircctui nrc Engli!ih wo1ds, group of 
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Words, or abbreviation. This makes Lingo easier to learn than any other langun~e~ 
{Rosenzweig, 1999) 
Lingo is a cast member type, which means that when Lingo code is created to 
control the movie, it is stored in the cast members called scripts. Scripts are cast 
members that contain a piece of text that is valid for Lingo code. (Rosenzweig, 1999) 
Out of all the possible things that Director can do, only a handful of them can 
be done without using Lingo. That is how powerful Lingo is. In some cases it is not 
the best tool for the job, but in other cases Lingo can be used to program a piece of 
SOftware with less efforts than traditional methods. (Rosenzweig, I 999) 
Lingo started out as a simple set of scripting commands used to cont rol 
animation. Now it is a complete object-oriented language rivaling traditional ones 
SUch as C and pascal. There are more than 800 Lingo keywords and all standard 
Programming language structures. This makes Lingo every bit as powerful as 
langu 
ages such as C++-, Pascal and Java. (Rosenzweig, I 999) 
S,42 L· 
· •ngo Basics 
i o develop this CD-ROM, some of the behaviours arc developed using simple 
Ling 0 
script. Them arc four different types of script members Movie scripts. 
behaviour scripts and purcnt sci ipts In nddit ion. other cast members, such as bitmaps, 
Clo have 5cr ipts embedded inside 1 hemsclvos cnllccl Cast scripts 
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• Movie Script 
Movie scripts are avai lable to the enti re movie, regardless of which frnmc the 
movie is in or which sprites the user is interacting with. When a movie plays in a 
Window or as a linked movie, a movie script is available only to its own movie. 
ln addition to responding to events such as key presses and mouse clicks, 
lllovie scripts can control what happens when a movie starts, stops, or pauses. 
liandlers in a movie script can be called from other scripts in the movie as the movie 
Plays. 
•l•l•I rf 
1~ 3 JJl=l ... I LJ~J & .... ffi 
..... , ....... cw ·~,. ~OllclW1• 
Figure 5 I Movie script chnnncl 
(;C) 
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• Behaviour Scripts 
Behaviours are attached to sprites or frames in the Score Bchnviours a. signed 
to Sprites are sprite behaviours. Behaviours assigned to a frame's behavior channel are 
frame behaviours. 
Director includes a set of behaviours that are already written. Using Lingo, 
one can create additional behaviors for specific needs. Behaviours are script cast 
lllembers that appear in a Cast window. The same behaviour can be attached to more 
than one location in the Score. But when a behaviour is edi ted, the edi ted version is 
applied everywhere the behaviour is attached in the Score. 
1)1 "' »- .... ...., ri-- a..- ....... 
fil!illJQI ~lg11 .. 1 I I · 1 .!lliJ d°!!£!.1 Cl'fl!l.c911 { l,rllf:I t i lf?I 
•I • I • I IOI 
1i~ 3 Jll!::j-1 141 .Qt1l .1.J 
Figure 5 2 Bchuviour Sci ipt channel 
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• TIFF - Tag Image Fi le Format. 
After any of these fil es arc imported into Director as bitmaps. it is now 
become a bitmap cast member. The example of the imponed cast members are shown 
below 
;i Internal Cast l!ICil 13 
Figure 5.3 Cast member window 
S.s.1 £d· . 
•tmg Uitmnps 
All the hit11111ps i111p01 tcd cnn he chnngcd or edited using the p11in1 
Window 
Most of the bi1111ops hnvc 10 he edited lirst hl'lh rc usin8 it on the ~tngc ·1 he 
Paint wi ri•I · ) · · · • 1 I . t>I I I I 11 t I 
'ow Ill I II 'Chll I~ qurlc Slllll Ill to I IC OllC Ill IOIOS IOJ> I lllS It t IC too s 
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Deeded to edit a picture such as the Lasso and Marquee tools, which arc used to sdc "t 
an area of the image to manipulate, move or delete. 
Some of other tools included in Director 7.0 are : 
• Eraser tool - to erase image in the window. 
• Hand tool - to move artwork around in the paint window. 
• Zoom tool - Allow the image to be zoomed in as much as 800% of the actual 
•mage size. 
• Eyedropper tool - to select a colour in the paint window to use as the foreground 
colour. 
• Paint Bucket tool - enable user to fi ll an area with selected foreground colour. 
• Text tool - allow text to be painted on a bitmap member. 
• Pencil tool - is used to draw one pixel at a time. Pixel editing is a must for 
creating precise graphics to be displayed on the computer screen. 
5
•
6 Text Members 
Text members are used widely in this package especially in the storytell ing 
lllOduJe. One of the powerful new features in Director 7 is the capability of the text 
lllernbers to be edited. 
Text members urc complex, involving lots of options nnd features. I lowcvcr, 
to 
create one is very easy thnt is by selecting the text tool in the tool pallctc and click 
the stauc ·1·1 . . 
0 
• us creates u text cast mcmbc1 und at the same tune pluccs that member on 
th c stage. 
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S.6.J Text Editing 
Text can be edited in the text window. A simple toolbar will nppcnr which 
shows the tools to change the font, size, style, alignment. line spacing and kerning of 
any selection. 
\ f• A ~I J 
. • I • I • J ltJ I llll ol 11 ,.,..,.. 
l"&c:N-H..., 3 re ..LJ.yJ l:.i 3 I [4411 "I a, .. (ii HID] 
'L rf · ' · • · · • · 1 · · · · • · • • · 2 · · · · • · · · · l · · • • • • • · · • · • · · • · · · · ~ • · · · ' · · ' ' 6 • ' ' --:-:~ - . ~ -
.. Vi dala111 s-ebqah hq tah, ada 3 
akor barqah9 gah9 Tthss'JI di 
dala111 rq ... ah Hahs besar. 
-
Figure S.4 Text Window 
5
·
7 Sound members 
• 
I I 
Sounds are impotant to enhance the storytelling module. It would be more 
intere . 
Sling to have a narrator read the book to the children instead of having them to 
read . 
tt themselves Other reason to include sound in the movie is to keep them 
intere 
Sled and to make it more enjoyable 
Sounds can be smull but ton ICcdbnck muses, background music, audio 
llarr · 
llhon, 1tnim11tio11 Nuu11d1111cks, spcciul ·ffccts nnd 1111111y rno1 c 
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Like images, sound files come in a variety of formats. Director can import 1:1 
large number of these formats. Inside each sound file the sound is represented in n 
Variety of different rates and bit depths. 
Some of the sound formats are : 
' AlFF - The Audio Interchange fo ile foormat. II is used widely on Macs and in the 
digital music recording industry . 
• 
.wav - wave fi le is a window fil e format. 
There are three ways to use sound files in Director. The first is to import them 
as cast members and drag the cast to the sound channel in the Score. The second way 
IS to U 
se sound fil es as external files. And lastly, sound file can also be created as 
Sh k oc wave files. 
Sound can also be controlled using Lingo Scripting to stop it from playing, or 
to set h t e volume lower during the playback. For example, in the hide and seek 
lllodute, the background sound has to be set to lower volume so that the narrator's 
Vo' ice can be heard clearly. 
On 
enlerframe 
set t he volume of sound lo 1 O 
The scripting will set the volume plnycd in :-iound chnnncl 2 to 150 on entering 
the frame (the maximum volumo is 25<>) 
15 
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During the playback, if the user wish to jump to another movie while the 
movie is playing, there will be a slight problem with the sound because the sound will 
keep on playing until it reaches the end of the frame. This means that. the current 
sound playing will continue playing in the new movie, overlapping with the new 
sound in the new movie. To overcome this problem, on each of the navigation button, 
a SCript should be placed on the button, telling it to mute the current sound when the 
user clicks the button. 
on rnouseup 
go to movie .. ,... ri sayci4 " 
Puppet sound 
end 
5
•
8 Surnmary 
Lingo scripting is the programming language of Director. It is a way of 
SPeaJc· 
tng to the computer by giving it commands and asking it questions. With Lingo 
SC. 
npting, so many fascinating things can be done to implement what we have in mind. 
Before starting a movie, bitmaps or images have to be imported into the cast 
lllcrnb 
er properties These images can come in mnny formnts such as GIF, JPEG or 
9
MP. These bitmaps cnn be edited in pnint window to clumgc the wny they look 
76 
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Text can also be manipulated in Director 7. Before using the text. it hns to b~ 
imported as the cast member as well. There arc many types of fonts, styles. nnd 
colours to use inside the movie. 
Sounds play an important role in enhancing the educational CD-ROM. Sounds 
can be imported into Director with the same import function used for bitmaps and 
text. Like images, sound files come in a variety of formats such as AIFF and .wav for 
Windows. 
5
•
9 Conclusion 
Before · · · · wnttng the code, few things should be considered such as: 
• lJsing the design aspects to suggest an implementation language. For Director, the 
only programming language used is the Lingo Scripting. 
• Preserving the quality design attributes in the code. 
• lJ . 
sing documentation within the programs and in external documents to explain 
the code's organization, data, control and function, as well as the design decision. 
• Reuse of codes from other projects. 
• Organizational standards and guidelines . 
• w. 
riting the code to make it reusable on future projects. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM TESTING 
6
·
1 System testing 
System testing is a critical element of software qual ity assurance. System testing 
18 
required to ensure the system runs according to its specifications and in line with the 
users, requirement and expectation. Testing is not the first place where faults finding 
Occur but testing is focused on finding faults, and there are many ways to make the 
lestj 
ng etTorts more effective and efficient. (Pflceger, 1998) 
Failure of software may be the result of any of several reasons: 
' 'fhe specification may be wrong or have missing requirement. The specification may 
not State exactly what the customer wants or needs. 
• The specification may contain a requirement that is impossible to implement, given 
the prescribed hardware and software. 
• The system design may contain a fault . Perhaps the database and query-language 
designs make it impossible to authorize users. 
• The program design may contain a fault. The component descriptions may contain an 
access control algorithm that docs not handle this case correctly. 
' l'he program codo may bo wrong. ft muy implement the algorithm improperly or 
•nCQ ntplctcly 
714 
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Fault identification is the process of determining what fault or fnults cnused !he 
failure, and fault correction or removal is the process of making chnnges to the system so 
that the faults are removed. (Pfleeger, 1998) 
6
.2 Types of Testing 
In developing a large system, tesling usually involves several stages. In general 
three types of testing are performed. They are Unit Testing, Module Testing and 
IntPo.o . 
-oaat1on Testing. (Pfl eeger, 1998) 
6.2.t U 't T . ru estmg 
Unit testing, also known as module testing or component testing is the ftrst stage 
in tes. 
hng. Each program in component is tested on its own, isolated from the other 
Corn po . 
nents m the system. It verifies that the component functions properly with the 
'}1>cs of input expected from studying the component's design. 
Unit testing is done in a controlled environment whenever possible so that 
Prt.ctet . 
ermined set of data to the component being tested can be feeded and observe what 
oUtPut . 
actions and data are produced. 
7'' 
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Unit testing is simplified when a module with high cohesion is designed. When 
only one function is addressed by a module, the number of test cases is reduc~ and 
errors can be more easily predicted and uncovered. 
This process enables the developer to detect errors in coding and logical mistakes 
that are contained within the boundary of the module. Testing involving interactions 
between modules are initially avoided. 
ln this program, unit testing has been conducted by testing each button on every 
Page lo detennine whether it worked as programmed. Since this package is meant for 
Children, the buttons and icons used have to be presented in a very attractive way to let 
thern d un erstand what they see on screen. Each of these buttons are programmed few 
beha . 
viours to react such as a sound may be heard when the user clicks the button, 
changes of the appearance and also movements when the user roll the mouse over on 
thern Th' . . . . 
· is is to gave them some hints that the buttons are able to lmk them to another 
Page, 
Another kind of interactivity is the cursor behaviour. This is the easiest form of 
lllteract· · ivtty where a cursor changes its appearance for example from an arrow to an 
~ 
rgtasss when a user roll the mowie over on cer1nin buttons or images. 
In order to test whether all the hullons work properly. each of the buttons have to 
be ltsted 
On each pngo. This is to mako suro that thoy wi ll link tho user to the right page 
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6
.2.2 Module Testing 
Module testing is performed afler completion of each system module such as 
story module and songs module. In module testing, each of the module is tested as an 
independent component. 
6
·2.3 Integration Testing 
After the individual components tested are working correctly, then the next step is 
ensu · 
nng that the interfaces among the components are defined and handled properly. 
Integration testing is the process of verifying that the system components work together 
as described in the system and program design specifications (POecger, 1998) 
lhere are four approaches that can be used during this testing phase: (Pfleeger, 1998) 
' Bottom-up Integration 
This is the popular approach used for merging components to test the larger 
'Ystern and it is called bottom-up testing. Using this method, each component at the 
lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested individually first. 
Then, the next components to l>c tested are those that cull the previously tested 
Orics 11 · 
· 
11S approach is fo llowed repeatedly unti l nil components arc included in the 
'tati118. 
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The bottom-up is uscf ul when many of the low-level components are general-
purpose utility routines that are invoked oflen by others, when the design is objc!ct-
o. 
nented or when the system is integrating a large number of stand-alone reused 
components. 
This approach has been used in the integration testing where each module is 
tested Without propagating the errors to other module. For example, the module for this 
5
Ystem such as the hide and seek module and the storybook module is tested individually 
berore b · · eing integrated as one system. 
A 
I 
I I I 
B c D 
I I I I 
E F G 
Figure 6 I Exnmplc of Bottom-up I est ing 
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1 Top-Down Integration 
This approach is the reverse of bottom-up approach. In thi ~ method, the top le d , 
lSUally one controlling component, is tested by itself. Then all components called by the 
:ested component(s) are combined and tested as a larger unit. This approach is reapplied 
Un ·1 ti all components are incorporated. 
Test 
A 
' llig.IJang Integration 
Figure 6.2 : Top-down testing 
In this method, all the components are tested in isolation, and then they are all 
C-Olllb' lned to test as a final system to see whether the system works. But this method has 
Several d' 
•sadvantages and it is not recommended for any system. One of the reasons is 
because all components are merged at once making it ditlicult to find the cause of any 
rli1 
Ure. Another reason is the interface faults cannot be distinguished easily from other 
')}>es Of faults 
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Figure 6.3 : Big-Bang testing 
' Sandwich Integration 
Sandwich testing approach as the combination of bottom-up and top-down 
strategy. The system is viewed as three layers, just like a sandwich with the target layer in 
the · 
ntJddle, the levels above the target, and the levels below the rarget A top-down 
'PProach is used in tJ1e top layer and a bottom-up one in the lower layer. 
Sandwich testing allows integration testing to begin early in the testing process. lt 
ll&<> Combines the advantages of top-down with bottom-up by testing control and utilit ies 
from 
the very beginning. 1 l owever it does not test the individual components thoroughly 
btrore · integration 
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Figure 6.4 : Sandwich testing 
System testing is required lo ensure the system runs according lo its specifications 
llld in line with the users, requirement and expectation. There may be several reasons 
that caused soft ware failure such as faults in the program design. 
Testing phase is inclusive of three stages of testing which are unit testing, module 
lcsting, integration testing and system testing. Unit testing is the development activity 
that exe · rc1scs each component st:pcrntcly 
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Integration testing puts components together in an orgnni~cd way 10 help i~olnte 
faults as the combined components arc tested together. Four approaches used in I his stage 
Of t · estmg are bottom-up integration, top-down integration, big-bang integration and 
sandwich integration. 
6
•
4 Conclusion 
This chapter describes many techniques that can be used to test code components 
IOdiv'd 1 ually and as they are integrated. It is important to understand the diITerence 
between a fault and a fai lure. 
The goal of testing is lo find faults and not to prove correctness. Indeed the 
absen ce of faults does not guarantee correctness. There are many manual and automated 
techniques to assist faults finding in codes, as well as testing tools to know how much has 
been tested and to know when to stop testing. 
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•
1 System Evaluation 
System evaluation is the process of identifying system's strength and limitations 
8nd P<>ssible enhancements of this project. System is evaluated lo show the effectiveness 
8lld efficiency of what has been done so far. It also highlights on the knowledge gained 
8lld some of the problems faced while developing the system and steps taken to overcome 
The evaluation techniques used arc similar to those in other disciplines where 
h'leasurement of key aspects of the products, processes and resources has to be taken and 
the information gathered can be used to dctennine whether the goals have been achieved 
for Productivity, performance, quality and other desirable attributes. (Pflccgcr, 1998) 
7.2 A Pproaches to Evaluation 
There arc four approaches that can be used as an evaluation technique: 
' F'eo111re Anulysi.\' 
l\is is the simplt:st type of assessment used to rutt: umJ runk the utlributcs of vurious 
"Peets. Feature nnnlysis is ncccssnrily very su~jcctivc und the ratings reflect the raters' 
~. 
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' Survey 
A SUrvey is a retrospective study to try to document relut ionships ond outcomc:s in u 
&iven situation. Surveys arc often done in the social sciences where attitudes are polled to 
determine how a population feels about a particular set of issues. In this program, surveys 
are conducted to record data to determine how the user reacted to particular method, tool 
or technique. Example of surveys conducted are attached in the appendix. 
• Case study 
In a case study, key factors that mt1y affect an acti vity's outcome are identified and then 
they are documented. 
• F. 
orma/ experiment 
In a format experiment, values of independent variables are manipulated, and changes in 
~ent variables are being observed to determine how the changes in the input affect 
Chann · 
·"E>cs in the output. 
7Jp 
tojcct Problems and Solutions 
During the implementation of this project, vuriom; problems huve been 
~llnlered in few aspects including problems in hurdwure. soflworc und olso resources. 
t\lt lhe Problems foced huvc to he tncklcd properly in order to complete the project 
SUcccssru11y. 
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• Large size of tlte multimedia file 
In Director, all the graphics imported are most ly bitmaps and animated images. 
Bitmaps images are often larger than any other images and in Director 7. bitmap is the 
Only image file imported that can be edited in the paint window. And since this package 
18 llleant for children, f have to incorporate as much images as 1 can to make it appear 
altractive. Additionally, sound fi les also use a large amount of space capacity. The size of 
the files keeps getting larger as more sounds and graphics are being imported into the 
~vie. It is impossible to use normal 1.44MB floppy disk as b<ickup fi les. 
So1111ion: 
For sound files, especially in the songs module where it consists of seven songs, 
llot including the minus one files which added up to double the amount of size, I have 
lllanaged to reduce the total memory space needed by recording the sound in lower bit 
!antplcs. The original audio CD comes in 44.100 I lz, 16 bit Stereo sound. Out to record 
the songs in this rate will take up as much as 40M.B for one song. So the only way to 
tcduce the large sin! is to record it using 11,025 Hz with 8 bit Mono sound which 
ltrnarkably reduced the song file to only 2MB. Even though hy doing so has degraded the 
'IUality of the sound, but it is the only practical wuy to reduce the fi le si7.c 11nd to improve 
~ Pcrf orrnancc. 
For irnugcs, there nrc not mnny options but to reduce the file si?,c in image editing 
SOftwnrc such ns Adohc Phntoshop. Dire ' hH' imports .IPECls nnd OIF!i in their native 
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format and these files are smaller than bitmaps files but they nrc not editable in Director. 
However, to keep using these files in order to minimi7.c space, tht: image must he t'dited 
man external application such as Photoshop and re-imported the changed file. 
Another option is to import the bitmap file as 8-bit image wherever possible. An 
S-bit image draws fas ter than a 16- or 32-bit image because the computer can process the 
81llaller image faster than a larger one. However, if the movie requires better color, I still 
have to un· . . L : h . port 1t using rng er setting. 
To make backups, all the files needed have to be copied into another computer. 
'I'he backup files arc updated once o week. Backup is very important as one cannot 
Jlredict What might happen during the development of the program such as virus 
lllfection. 
• Hardware limitations 
This package is developed using a computer with 48MB of RAM and 2.0GB of 
hard disk space which is quite inefficient to develop u multimedia program that uses u lot 
Of me 
lllOry space. With all the sounds tmd images imported, the speed gruduully becomes 
very slow. It is quite a frustrating experience to deal with but there arc no other options. 
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Solution: 
The only solution to this is to keep the files small nnd minimize the nmount of 
llletnory used as much as I can. For example, all the sprites dragged into the score have to 
be kept short because the longer the score, the more memory it talces and the longer it 
takes to download. 
' Difficulty in editing images 
Most of the images scanned and imported have to be edited in either Photoshop or 
. 
Ill Director itself. Most of the time has been spent in editing the images such as cropping 
Only the Particular parts wanted in the image. This is a very tedious task and it consumed 
a tot off une. 
Utiliz.c the graphics tools such as Puint and Photoshop. It is easier when you 
ltlastcr every tool provided in the editing software. The tasks nrc less complex once you 
lllake full use of the tools given. All it needs is just some time to explore and learn what 
the 100L'I can do in order to make things simpler. 
' l1 lldo can be done only lJ11cc 
One of the weukncsscs I found in using Director is thut once the operation hns 
btt 11 done, there Is 110 wny the user cn11 undo it hnck unloss ii w11~ the lust opcrntion done. 
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Director restricted the users to perform undo operation only once, unlike Photo:iliop thnt 
bas its History windows. You can always go back to the original imagt: even though you 
have made several changes to the original image. 
Solution: 
It is unfair to actually compare Photoshop features with what Director can do 
becaUSe they are both two different programs with different purposes. Director is not an 
editing software, unlike Photoshop. To always be on the safe side, I edit most of the 
llllages in Photoshop. In fact, Photoshop has more features than Director so why not 
lllakc full use of the editing software when the other could not carry out the task as well 
~ Photoshop docs. 
' Lack of resources 
I think this is the major problem I faced in developing this software. Firstly. there 
~ llOt many latest Director books in the university's library that can be referred to. 
Scconctly, all the Macromcdia books sold are very costly that restrain us fro m having 
lllany reference books. 
Mnde effort to search other lihrorics for Oin:ctor books. Luckily u friend of mine 
'Qed to borrow two very good Director books from MIMOS's librury for me to use. 
!\ccording to her, they hnvc nulny latest honks which cnn he hormwcd (only hy their 
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CDJployees). ln this matter, I wish the university could upgrndc the books so thnt students 
like US could make fu ll use of the library. 
' Synchronizing Sound with Te.xi animation 
Part of the major problem in developing the soft ware is to synchronize the 
llarrator's voice with the text animation. Jn the storytelling module, the coloured text 
should appear, highlighting the word as the narrator reads in order to train the children to 
learn the words in the story. To make this possible, t:Hch highlighted word has to be 
~and rearranged one-by-one on the stage. This is a very tedious task and consumed 
a lot of time. And the hardest part is to synchroniz.c the voice with the highlighted word. 
1be first time 1 tried, the voice cume out first followed later with the text because the 
sollnd downloads faster than the score. The problem became worse when the user 
SUddenly jumps into another page before the current page finishes. 
So1lllio11 : 
The only way to do th is is by recording each and every word in sepurate file. This 
13 
What the other experienced developer told me but l think there should be an easier way 
~ it is a very triviuJ ta.-;k und knowing that Director cun nutke anything possible. I 
lticd SCarching for easier methods. Luckily l happened to rend n similnr problem that 
~· 
IJlg fcnturcd in the Macromcdin Tech Notes group discussion. 
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The solulion i:> lo u!>c lhc Wail fur Cu1,; Poinl option in lhc 1\;l\\Jh"> di.\ll)g lhh ll) 
Pause the playback head until a specifi ed cuc point i11 a so1111d rn digital iduu is 1c:tl.!hcd. 
Cue points can also l• iggcr 1,;vcnl~ lo be inl1,;rprclcd by Lingo. Wilh lhi:- 1 ~n u~e ~ue 
P<>ints to make text appear in time with narration. 
To do this, I have lo u:>c Mac1 umcdia Sound Edi I 16 Iv place cue points 
corresponding lo tlic text i11 tin.: :so1111<l fik 111 Oi1cclo1, Ilic T1;1npu Jialug bux is U!>e<l to 
Pause lhe playback head al lh1,; (f-ame where the corrc:>pondi ng lc>.t appcar:> until the 
Voice-over reaches the proper cue point. 
But SoumJE<lit 16 wo1 b only 0 11 Ilic Macintu:sh. F01 Wi11dow::t, the 011ly optio11s 
are SoundForgc ·1.0 or Cool E<lil 96. Similarly, WA V file :> with cue point:. added in 
Sount.1Fu1ge 01 Cool Edit wot k on lmth pl11tfo1111:>. 
• , !~ ~11itaJions in f onts support 
Dircclor have very limiled fonl lypc:>. You have lo imporl lllu1>I uf the fancy fo111 ~ 
lu be Used in the p1ugia111. lf tlac fo11t:s used aac nul i11 lhc PC wlacac you use Ila; paogaaan, 
lheii it will 1eplace the font :> with lhe default fonl:, i11 1hc :>ylcm. 
l111prn I Ilic fi H1f:.. as ca!\I 111u111bc1 i11 Ilic 11 ao 11.; 
'J-4 
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7
.4 System's Strength 
Eventhough many p1 ublcm!> occurred during lhc <le d opmcnl or lhi~ proje~l. 
sornehow the syslc111 ha:s its ow11 st1c11gth::; aud spccialitics. Somt! of the :strcngth:s of tht! 
system are slresst:d here . 
• 
1
·lll•guage WieJ 
Thi:.-. package i::i developed i11 :simple Baha:sa Malay:sia Tl1c1 c a1 e 1mt11y 
educaiional CD-ROM in lhe markct bul a large number or lhcm aac in F.ngli:,h. Children 
Who aJc nut laaine<l tu :-ip~tk engli:sli at au l:<u ly age may have :su111e pwble111:s iu 
111\derstanding lhe p1 ogram:s. F.venlhuugh it i:s c;;qually important lo 1~1 n F.nglbh. the 
~w . 
ren must also be taught co11ccl Oahasa Malaysia at an l:<t1 ly age. 
Window::; i:s the 111u:sl popul:u a11d conunonly u:sed opc1ati11g :sy:slc111 in Malay:sia 
Cven ll IOugh the 11umbc1 ur Macinlu:sh U:st!I :, b g1 owing. Thi:s package i:. dcvdop~d lo 
0
Ptratc on Wimlow::i plutfu1 Ill thu::i, it ~111 uc easily adapted lo 1110::,l P(' \ 
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• U.w:r-/ricndly und ultruclivc i11lcrfuc:c 
Since lhi:> pac.1-.agc i:> dcvdupcd wi th thi.; chi ldren in mind. lhc inli.;t f.\~i,; h.'b IO be 
really attractive yet :-. i111plc i11 01de1 to captuw their attent iu 11 Tu 11uile it Ii d y. suunds 
and colours play a big ro le in cnhancing the interface. The button:> arc rcplactX! with 
Pictures instead uf nu1111al text :-.u tliat lhc you11gstc1 s ca11 easily u111.Jc1 :>tai ad what they see 
on lhe scret:n. It b impractical tu include unntces:.ary in!>truction!> in tt"- t formal. The 
chi!·' uren like tu sec culuua ful tlai11g!> a11d hear vai icty o f !>Uu11d cfTccls when action i !> 
i>errorruec1. 
Overall, ri·om the evaluation form givt:I\ lo U!>CI'!>, lllO:>t or the l'C!>po11dc11(!> Mated 
that this package is very easy to use and user-friendly 
• Multiple c/, oice of actil•ilfos 
Children aic givc11 tlu ec cxta a activities uthca tha11 listc11i11g to lhe :,lu1 yuuuk. The 
additional activil ic:> :>uch a:> colouring, :>Ol\f;:> module and hide and :>eel-. game Mc 
developed to allow the children enjoy to the fu llest the contents in the CD-ROM The 
Sanie hidi.: and :>eel-. i :> :.omclhing di ffc.:acnl from the.: no1mal game~ we :>cc.: on CD-ROt\1. 
~Ven though il i!> cac:tt cd i11 a vc1y :,i111plc 11t.t1111c1 but it :,till JdJ~ up to lhc e11joy111c11I 
Claihl1 c11 wlao love si11gi11g \ ill ~11 1 cly lovu tlac srn ag:-i fca t111 cd i11 tlu,; ~u11g~ 
lllodulc. All lhe :iu nu~ .11c lh1,; l1,1diliu11,1I 1-.id:-.' MJ llUt-o lh ll h 1vc bcen p lt>M.:d on cvcty 
~~I . 
1tliu 11 s11cla U!\ R11 !\a S11yu 11~ 11111 1 Nuau.il-. l1011ti-l-.ok 1 I l111vu 11ddcd 1u1 ux t111 fca l111 c in 
'Jb 
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!his module that i5 th<; Minu :>-ullc ver!>1on of ~ve1 y ::iong M> th \I d1i ldrcn "hl) k), t,~ 
singing can listen to themselves sing ing along to the songs This fen1u1 e is r:Hhct similar 
lo karaoke singing. 
• No k<.ybuurJ .-.kill required 
Children arc 11ut 1\:quircd tu u:>C tht: keyboard becau:>c all the interactivity wi ll 
On} • 
Y involves mouse click events They only have to point 01 roll the mouse over certain 
Object~ and clich the 111ou:>c lu initiate the cvcnb. 
• Prm•iJe A11imatio11 imagt!..'t, grapltic.~ a11J .\t>u11J.\ 
All uf the pages a1e !ill e<l with beauti ful and culuu1ful i111agcs aud g1aphics 
Suilable for children. In the hide and seek module, l imported the backg1 uund :>uund so 
that . 
It ll1atchcs the thc111c such as the su11ml uf lhc ucc~u1 co111plc111e11ts the u11de1wate1 
lherne 
In the !>tUI ybuuk :>ectilm, the in tc1 acli vily i111po:>cd i:. ::iumelhing difTcrcnl rhnn 
llorrna1 . interaction between the child1en and the system Even though the chn1ncte1. in the 
Picture ·' . 
:> uOc:> nol a111111nlc much, bul whc11 lhc u:>cr 1ull 1he llll>Ut>e ovc1 lhc piclutc, ulhct 
rt;a{Ul c:s 111ight appeat ::i11d t a~ thu MH ltld of Ouldilok :.-. :ilt\lt ittg attd the !'iOl tltd of het 
~lur · 
l>tng lhe prn 1 idMc. 
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7
· S System's Limitations 
• I.ow quality voke at1J audio 
Qualitic!> of the voices rnco1 dcd and I lie audio i11 the ::.011g::. 111ucJulc d~vdoptXI are 
quite low compared lo Audiu CO. This i!> l>ccau::.c lhc voice arc nol ri.;cordcd in a ~ound 
Proof studio which make~ tht: ~011110 fi lled with !>Omc nui::.c The audio in the songs 
lllOdule are recorded in lowi.;r ::.ample rale which make::. lhc 4ualily nul a::. good a~ lhe 
llri . ginal sound. 
• Lud (Jf cmim11tiun Juri11g lite .\lory lclli11g 
The image::. in lhe ::.lu1 ybuok module arc nul drnwn which mak~::. il 1Jthc1 
1
1llPossibte to animate most of th~ movements. Out simple animation such as open-and-
Close IHOulh could be done. Thal i ~ why I impo::.t!Cl ulhcr way::. ur inlcrnclivily ::.uch 3::. 
nds and simple animat ion. 
' No Mg"1iglt1eJ le.xi i11 lite .11m1g.~ m1>clule 
It could he mo1e interesting if ev~1y line sans in the !'Ions module could be 
&hlighlcd so that it will be c>-:tully like i11 lhc kurnukc. II ii> uclunlly pus~ib l c lo do it 
itla Lingo But duu to t i111u·co11!'ll 111i11 aml luck of uxpc1 I isu i11 Li 11go. 1 ltu f cal 111 c scc111 
lit, inipo::.:.ihh.: lube June. Thie. ii. lit:-.lly he~ H111c the :.i11uu1 :.i11u:. i11 1 fui,l lc111pu lhul 
'>~ 
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makes il hard Lu pul Lht: cue in Lh(j cu1 recl places. And ii abo will lt\l- t: u lul l )r flll'•lh)t . 
space as the sco1t! has tu he st1 eel lied accrn ding lo I lie le11gl la of I lie sll11g. 
• Slow l.oaJing .\pee1/ 
The loading p1 oct::>!> i:-. Vt:1 y slow si11ct: it is Jt:vdopt:d using a PC with 48MB of 
RAM. Tr lhi :, pacJ...agt: b u:,t:d un a PC wilh le :, mt:mory 1ha11 lh&l, ii could be ~ lower 
Which is 11ot vt:1 y plt:a:>ing. 
' N" repeal blllltm 
Du1 ing lht: :,lury Idling, lht: chikl rt:n could nol hea1 lht: m111a1ur rcltding lht: <tme 
Pase again, they can only go lo the next page or return to the previous page There is no 
rei>ea1 bullun wht:rt: 1 h~y can ht:ar lht: anit: p&gt: bt:i11g rt:ad ag&i1 1. 
7.s F t U urc Euluun:cmcut 
Thi:. pttdttgt: could bt: t:nhanct:d i11 urdt:r lu give lht: be::il lu lhc chi ldren. Tht:rc 
'rea lot of aspects which can be imp1 oved nnd lo make it mo1 ~ inl 1 ~:,1ing, mo1e rm dul . 
~l ht added Iv lhc p~dttuc. T\1 c11ht111cc lhc ::iy lc111 pc1 fo111urncc in lht: fulu1c, m~ny 
'ltpli auu f C}tllll C!'I laavc lo he Cl lll:'\ id c1 cd II~ p111 I of I lie c11l11t11cc111c 11I They HI c 
Auui11g i11 ut ltc1 slmic~ so 111111 tlto cl1ild1on will l111vo 1111110 cln1ic~s 0 11 wltal ~lrn y to 
liNlcn lu. 
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• Add more inLeraclivily dut ing lhe !)lory Idl ing. 
• Providt a diclionary in order for lhem Ill look up for wuHh whi ·h lhc: lk)n't 
understand. 
• Add more aclivilit:> whid1 can dt::vdop !heir mind ::,u~h tt:> imple IQ lt!:>I and k~p 
their ~cote in the database ::,o tl1at t::Vt::t ytin1e lltey play, they cun check on their 
progrel>s. 
• Adding olher learning aclivilie:> :>uch a:> le<trni ng how Iv ~uunl and Iv idenl ify objccls 
and colours. 
• a· tve lhelll rt::wards when !hey cumplt:led each module :>UCCc!::,:>full y. Rew&rd:> can bt: a 
trip to a fa 11tasyland wliete thete will ue ::>011gs witlt b~tulifu l ~u11 01111di11g!I 
• Add more chara .ler. in the package that will be thei1 host or Lout guide during the 
~lorytdling and du1 ing ulht:r activilie~ . 
' Ad<] mute dialog and ~011mb lo lllakc it 11101e intt:u:~ling 
7
• 7l(oowledge and E~1)eriealce gliined 
Tl 11 uugl1 lltis pr ujecl, l l111 ve len111ed M> 11111d 1 f1 0111 llre vc1y bcgi1111i11g 11111il 
ll1t 
Corupletiun of thi:> pruje~l . lca111ing it df 1~ ttll 1..111-gu111g p1uce . Evetydtty, l 
di~0 Vttcd new tlti11g:-1 and wilh 11cw p1 ohlc111:-. faced cm.:lt tfay, ii ltclp~ 111c ft11d Ilic 
SOluiio11 a11d fro111 CVCI y tllil\lttl..c, lhct c will he l c~:-Olll\ lcctllh;d Ii Otll ii. 
Tltil\ i:'I a vet y gornl c~pc11c11cc uml ulso 8' c11I cl1ullc11gc. lmvi11g lo lctt111 and 
0111 own, u11d ubu in 11 vc1y l\huil ti111c II hclp1' bui ld ~c1r-
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COnftdence and l&ughl me a lul abuul lime-nH1nagc::nh.:nt and ;,d f-d i~l.!ip l ine b wdl th 
!>ting indeptrn<lent wheu you have lo deal willt tve1 yllti11g you1 sd vcs. 
Tluougltout tlte <levduprnenl of tlai ;, pwjed, I have lt:aJ ue<l a lot about Dirt:etor 7 
ind also other editing luub ;,uch &:> Phulu;,hup a11<l Sound editing tool. ll b,j vc;, me Lhe 
chance to learn Lingo Scripting, which is a very powerful scripting language used in 
Director. Director requi n::~ mt: to u;,t: both logic and imagination al the ;,amt: tjme. It is a 
8Ttat tool fu1 c1eating sufiwa1e. Witl1 Diu:ctor. I can 4uickly b1i11g my idea;, into li fo 
becau~e it i:> an enviru1Hlh::nl thal in;,µ ire;, th.:w idea:>&:> wt: eJ\µ101 e il. 
To slarl on a pruje~l , evt:I ylhing hli:> lu be planned ahead ft om deciding wh&l 
~ftwai e lu u;,c i.u le:>tiug a11J 1nai11taining the sy;,km afie1 il i;, cumplt:l~. By 
docuintnting eve1-y ;,lep, il ha;, trai11ed me on how to plan a µ1 ojeet and lt:h.111 huw lo 
11110
catt tht: time nee<le<l p1 opeily. With p1 upe1 <lucumt:nlalion, all the things phmm:<l are 
niadt clear and my work i:> more organi.Ged. 
To gal her a II l he: i 11 fo11nttl ion need~, l hv1 ough 1 c:::,t:a1 d i ha;, bcxn done I hrnugh 
hook:;, i11tc1111.!1 , lilmuy a11d utlte1 so111 cc.::s wlticlt ltdp:, 111t: dc::vd up 111y !)kill !) in fi11di11g llit: 
tishl informal iun ttlld uala. 
All 1hc l i111c ~pcnl dcvdup i11u the J>tt\.!kltt;c tlonc WU!\ ll\11 un ..:u~y tu k It hd1h 111c 
~11 liuw lo \;UJIO will1 sll c!'is wl11m dcmlli110~ mu gcll i 11~ dosc1 Willi tli t: NllJ>J>Oll fio 111 
~I) I , . 
tctu1 '-'I' unu ti 1u1 1d~. 1111 lhul\c ohullungc:::, 1111 hv o vu1 \.!\llllu . 
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Direclor abo 001111;;::, wilh full -fcalu1c::d un-li11c hdp ttpplicl:lliun whidi b :l 'l' I) 
useru1 tool. The online help is the quickest way ror me lo find \) \l[ Lhc dclails \) f the 
reature olhc::r than rc::fc1 ring lo buu~:>. I find !ht Dirc::clur hdp file::, to be:: very infot mali,•c., 
helpful and w rnp1 d1c::n::,i vc::. 
ln adtl i1iu11, a lol uf i11fiumatiu11 is available at Macrumcdia 's Web sil t:. ll has a 
tech Notes ::,c::ction lhat include::::, a varilc::y uf hdpful lip:> and liicb. When I havt a 
Probltm on cc1 lain a1 c::a in Di1 c::ctu1, this i::, the:: place:: 1 lw 11cJ tu and lhty an:: vtry hdpful 
111 answering whaltvt:1 prublc::nb I wa:> facing. You wi ll gc::l all the:: ::,upport thal yuu 1h::c::d 
Ill ltt1t and you will know that you a1 t: nut the:: fir st one tu 1 un i11lu such kiml of p1 ublcrns. 
'·&Summary 
Chapter 7 b the:: part whc::rc:: c::valuat iu11 0 11 the compl~t~d :>y:>tc::m i::, made:: 011 the 
'Y~ltrn's shc::ugth and liu1ilat iu11s. The fi1 st part of tltc clmplc1 cxplai11s ubuul all lhc 
Pr<>blt:m::, fac~d du1 ing the:: dcvdupmc:lll uf the: pad.age. The p1 ublc::m::, are fulluwc:d by the 
lolutious 011 how tu uvc1cu111c:: the:: p1 ublc111!). The p10l>lc11 1::, could w i::,e fio 11 1 luu<lwwc::, 
lerip1· ing languagc:> a11J t:Alernal ~t:>pccl ::, ::,uch 8:> lad-, of 1 e::,uurce:,. 
The:: :>y:>lel\\ i::, lale1 l>c::ing evulualc<l ull the limitutiun::, un<l wt:al-..llc:>:>t:!>. Futu1 ~ 
tiillls11cc111c11l i::, lite paa l wltca c Nuggc!ll io11~ uml 11cw iJca::, ltl c put log ct lac1 1:1~ tlac fia Nl Ntcp 
"icat1 lu imp1 uvc what ha been Jv11c The c~pc1icncc.: 1rnll l-..11uwlcdgc gtsi ncd tl11uughuut 
the devcJl)l)m •nt \)r thu "'Yi\I m n1 • l 11 1 del 11 mi111.:d 
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t9 Conclusion 
lntercative Storytelling Package for Children has finally been completeJ 
aJccessfully. Although the objectives and scope are met and the system worked very 
\'ell, there are still some limitations to the system. Overall, this package has its own 
strength and ability to capture children's interest and hopefully with this package, 
children and parents wi ll reali ze:: that with multimedia, education can be more enjoyable 
llld excit ing. 
The development does not end here even though the system is complete. There 
are still space for improvement in many aspects in order to make it really efTective and 
lre able to meet the market's demand. Hopefully, children and parents will have a new 
Ptr~Ptct i vc:: towauh c<luctaing thc::i1 cl1iJ1 t:n in the new millenium. 
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